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Chapter 1: Introduction
The goal in this dissertation is to develop a new methodology that will make use
of online customer reviews for product design selection. Product design selection
aims at selecting a best design which satisfies customer needs and preferences; thus
increasing profit for a firm. However, customer data required for design selection are
traditionally collected by way of a time- and cost-consuming customer survey process.
This has motivated the research in this dissertation to explore for an alternative source
of customer data, that is, online customer reviews. Online customer reviews are
considered to be ―the voice of customer in the 21st Century‖ [1]. By making use of
online customer reviews for product design, it is possible to overcome the above
mentioned limitations of the traditional survey-based customer-driven product design.
This proposed research (using online customer reviews for product design selection)
is applicable to all customer durable products, such as a mobile phone, an appliance, a
power tool, or an automobile. However, it is not an easy task to utilize online reviews
since these reviews are not customer data targeted and thus can include a certain
amount of noisy content that is irrelevant to customer preferences.
The goal for the dissertation is accomplished by way of three research thrusts. In
Research Thrust 1, online reviews from a single website is processed and modeled for
design selection. However, selecting reviews from a single website may not represent
the entire market. Therefore, reviews from multiple websites are considered as well.
However, integrating customer reviews from multiple websites exacerbates the
complexity of the problem. This is because different websites have their own
1

procedures and formats for customers to input the reviews. Such differences are
called website heterogeneity. Online customer reviews from several websites are
processed and integrated for selection in Research Thrust 2. In Research Thrust 3, an
extension of the model in Research Thrust 2 is made by taking into account customer
preference heterogeneity as well. These models are compared and validated through a
set of out-of-sample data points.

1.1 Motivation and Objective
Two or three decades ago, the product design process was purely an engineering
design process. Engineers sought product design which had the best performance –
reliability, durability and so on. However, this engineering-centric design process can
be highly risky as it ignored taking into account customer needs and preferences.
Researchers gradually realized that involving the voice of the customer at the early
stage of product design could mitigate the risk of an unsuccessful design – that is,
failing in the market. This type of design process is called a customer-driven product
design. Customer-driven product design has become an important research topic as
evidenced by extant research on this topic [2-7]. Customer-driven product design
enables a company to better understand customer needs, select a successful product
design according to the market needs, and ultimately improve the financial well-being
of the company. However, selecting an appropriate design relies heavily on acquiring
appropriate customer data and building a related knowledge set. The acquisition of
customer data is a difficult process and often constrained by limited resources, such
as budgetary and time constraints. This difficulty has prevented the development of a
reliable customer-driven product design.

2

The overall objective of this dissertation is to propose and develop a new
methodology to overcome the limitations of traditional customer-generated data
acquisition and processing for product design selection by making use of online
customer reviews.
With the development of Web 2.0 technology, web users have been able interact
with each other and share their opinions about a product on the web. The term User
Generated Content (UGC) has emerged into the mainstream since then. UGC refers to
a range of media content such as discussion boards, blogs, wikis, online customer
reviews, social networking content, and so on. The focus in this dissertation is one
type of UGC – that is, online customer reviews. However, utilizing online customer
reviews for product design selection is not a trivial task because the reviews are freely
expressed and written by customers without any constraints, structure and bounds.
While this freedom can eliminate the response biases imposed on customers by
conventional survey techniques, it also brings in the difficulties to process customer
reviews which can contain a lot of noise, variability and even bias induced by their
writers. In order to make use of these reviews for product design selection, the
following research questions are explored in this dissertation: How should online
customer reviews be processed properly? How should these reviews be used in
constructing preference models? How should the reviews be used for design selection?
Although UGC in general and online customer reviews in particular have raised a
wide range of interests, there are concerns in using them for design selection. One
concern is the sample size. A single website might be characterized by a certain group
of customers who visit the site. The information from a single website may be biased

3

by that small group of customers who may not represent the customer preferences as
a whole. One possible solution is to combine customer preference information from
multiple websites. In this way, online reviews from multiple websites can provide
heterogeneous customer data and, therefore, have to be integrated carefully since the
data from different websites do not have the same format and thus cannot be simply
aggregated. Simple combination of data from multiple websites cannot guarantee the
accuracy of customer preference models. This leads to another research question that
is investigated in this dissertation: How should customer data from multiple websites
be combined by considering the differences among the websites?
This dissertation seeks to shed some light on all of the above mentioned questions
in the context of product design selection.

1.2 Research Thrusts
To achieve the overall objective, three research thrusts are included as presented
in Figure 1.1. Research Thrust 1 focuses on a single website. In Research Thrust 2,
reviews from multiple websites are integrated and processed for design selection. In
Research Thrust 3, two of the assumptions from Research Thrust 2 are relaxed and
the models in Thrusts 2 and 3 are compared and validated.

4

Research Thrust 1:

www1
Customer preference
heterogeneity

Which product design?

Research Thrust 2:

Research Thrust 3:

www1 www2
…wwwN

www1 www2
…wwwN
Website and customer
preference
heterogeneity

Website
heterogeneity

Figure 1.1 Thrusts Structure
1.2.1 Research Thrust 1: Design Selection with Online Customer Reviews from a
Single Website
The main assumption here is that online customer reviews from a single website
are good representation of the market. However, this assumption is relaxed in
subsequent chapters. The purpose of this approach is to elicit meaningful customer
data from online reviews, construct customer preference models and use the models
for product design selection.

5

1.2.2 Research Thrust 2: Design Selection with Online Customer Reviews from
Multiple Websites with Website Heterogeneity
It may not be possible that a single website can represent customer opinions for
the entire market. Thus in this research thrust, online customer reviews from multiple
websites are integrated and modeled for product design. The goal of this research
thrust is to present a systematic methodology to elicit customer data from multiple
websites, integrate the data from multiple websites and use the integrated customer
preference model for product design.
1.2.3 Research Thrust 3: Design Selection with Online Customer Reviews from
Multiple Websites with Website and Customer Preference Heterogeneity
In Research Thrust 2 the online customer reviews from multiple websites have
been processed, integrated and used for design selection under several strong
assumptions. Research Thrust 3 relaxes two such assumptions (imposed as part of
Research Thrust 2): The first assumption is that there is no heterogeneity in customer
preferences and the second assumption is that the multiple responses from a single
customer are independent. These two assumptions, as considered in Research Thrust
2, may not be realistic because customers may have different tastes and preferences
for a product. For a single customer, his or her different responses may be correlated
because the statistical errors of the responses are caused by his or her biases due to
inherent habits and backgrounds. Therefore, in Research Thrust 3, several models are
proposed – one model considering both website and customer preference
heterogeneity and the others considering the two types of heterogeneity plus the error
correlations. The proposed models along with the model in research Thrust 2 are
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compared and validated using a set of out-of-sample data. The out-of-sample data are
extracted from three websites which were not used for the model development.

1.3 Assumptions
In utilizing online customer reviews for product design selection, several
assumptions are made:


A mature product category is considered, one that already exists in the market.
The overall objective is to improve the design of an existing product rather
than to develop a new product;



Product design alternatives have already been generated and the goal here is to
make a selection out of these alternatives;



Customer‘s purchase decision (the probability of purchase) is assumed to be a
function of product ratings. The function is assumed to be of linear, binary
logit and exponential forms;



Demand is linearly dependent on the probability of customer purchase
decision;



The online customer reviews are assumed to be written only by regular
customers, the end users of the product. The effects from professional
technicians/reviewers and active managements on online customer reviews are
ignored. In practice, it is possible that the reviews are provided by
professional technicians or reviewers who work for the firm. One of the main
service providers for the management of online customer reviews are
Bazaarvoice [10].



In online customer reviews, freely written pros/cons are basically a summary
7

of the general comments.


Customer preferences for a product are assumed to be unchanged in a certain
time period, for example, one year or so for the smartphone. Under this
assumption, online customer reviews can be downloaded during that time
period and used for constructing the customer preference models.

There are several assumptions made specific for each research thrust.


Assumption for Research Thrust 1:
o Online customer reviews from a single website can represent the
whole market (relaxed in Thrust 2);



Assumptions for Research Thrust 2:
o Customer reviews from multiple websites are a good representative of
customer voices from the whole market;
o No customer preference heterogeneity considered (relaxed in Research
Thrust 3);
o Statistical independence of multiple responses from a single customer
is considered (relaxed in Research Thrust 3);



Assumption for Research Thrust 3:
o Customer reviews from multiple websites are a good representative of
customer voices for the whole market;

1.4 Organization of Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. As shown in Figure 1.2,
Chapter 2 introduces background and terminology, including online customer reviews
and comparing them from multiple websites. Some key techniques which the
8

engineering design community may not be familiar with are introduced (e.g., text
mining techniques, meta-analysis techniques). Chapter 3 is about Research Thrust 1
wherein data obtained from online customer reviews from a single website are
processed and elicited using a modified text mining technique. The elicited customer
data is used to construct customer preference models and select a product design. In
order to consider more online customer reviews, the data from several websites with
different formats are processed and integrated in Chapter 4 wherein Research Thrust
2 is considered. Subsequently, an extension of the model in Chapter 4 is made for
integrating online customer reviews from multiple websites in Chapter 5 wherein
website and customer preference heterogeneity are considered. Additionally, a set of
out-of-sample data is used to validate the models. Finally, Chapter 6 provides
concluding remarks of the dissertation as well as the main contributions and possible
future research directions.

9

Chapter 1
Introduction;
Motivation and objective; Research
thrusts; Assumptions
Chapter 2
Background and terminology
Online customer
reviews from a
single website

Online customer
reviews from
multiple websites

Chapter 3
Product design selection with online
customer reviews from a single website
Chapter 4
Product design selection with online
customer reviews from multiple
websites: Website heterogeneity
Chapter 5
Product design selection with customer
reviews from multiple websites: Website
and customer preference heterogeneity
Chapter 6
Conclusions;
Main contributions;
Future research directions

Figure 1.2 Organization of Dissertation
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Chapter 2: Background and Terminology
2.1 Introduction
Several terms and background information used throughout this dissertation are
defined and provided in this chapter. First, in Section 2.2, an overview of customerdriven product design selection is presented. In Section 2.3, different customer
preference models are introduced. Then the terms UGC (in the context of online
customer reviews) and text mining techniques required are described in Sections 2.4
and 2.5, respectively. The meta-analysis techniques, which are used for integrating
customer reviews from multiple websites, are discussed in Section 2.6. Finally in
Section 2.7, model performance evaluation and validation are described.

2.2 Customer-Driven Product Design Selection
Customer-driven product design is a process that integrates customer
requirements into product design at early stages of the engineering design process.
Customer-driven product design is stated as ―just too expensive‖ [11]. One reason for
this high cost is that an incorrect decision at the design selection stage can be very
costly to fix later on at the production stage, marketing stage, service stage and so on.
The other reason for the cost is that the process of eliciting customer data in customer
clinics (e.g., focus groups). Indeed, the quantity and quality of customer data are
restricted by budgetary or other resource limitations.
Customer-driven product design selection usually includes several main steps:
customer data acquisition, customer preference modeling, design generation, demand
and profit estimation, and selection. The related research for each step is reviewed in
detail in the following sub-sections.
11

2.2.1 Conventional Customer Data Acquisition
In recent years, great emphasis has been put on the understanding and modeling
of customer preferences in marketing research [12-22] and product design [2-7,23,24].
From the product design aspect, customer data are conventionally collected via
interviews, surveys or focus groups. For example, the elicited customer data are used
in Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [23,24] to link customer needs and design
attributes. However, QFD is essentially a qualitative process. From the marketing
research aspect, conjoint analysis [20] is a popular technique used to quantitatively
determine how customers evaluate different attributes of individual products. In
conjoint, respondents (as representative customers) choose from or rate a set of
products or product attributes. Sometimes, product prototypes are used in the conjoint.
The importance of each product attribute can be estimated from customer responses.
Moreover, the estimated results of conjoint analysis can be used for new product
development [2-7,22]. Using conventional methods like conjoint, the acquisition of
customer data can be a time-consuming and costly process.
2.2.2 Product Design Selection
Plenty of research efforts have been made to solve the product design problem as
a trade-off between performance and the financial objectives (e.g., profit) [2-7,15, 17].
From the financial point of view, the profit can be formulated using a demand model.
Extant research has focused on estimating demand and market share of a product
taking into account competitive offerings as well as uncertainty in estimating
customer preferences [25,26]. Most research has focused on optimizing the
multinomial logit function [27, 28] assuming that the demand is linearly dependent on

12

the probability of customer purchase. In the design selection context, Michalek et al.
[14] use Analytical Target Cascading to link marketing and engineering product
design. This linking assures the feasibility and optimization of product design in the
marketing and engineering domains. Kumar et al., [22] incorporate customer
preferences in vehicle package design. They treat product qualitative attributes (e.g.,
vehicle roominess) as a function of engineering design variables, customer
demographic and anthropometric characteristics and use multinomial logit models to
estimate demand and market share. Similarly Luo et al., [29] use multinomial logit
models to estimate demand while taking into account the variations in both product
performance and customer preferences.

2.3 Customer Preference Models
Understanding customer preferences has been a popular research area in
marketing research for four decades [12-22]. Lancaster first modeled customer
preferences by their utilities over each characteristic of the product in 1966 [30,31].
Numerous types of regression models can be used to model customer preferences
depending on the types of customer data. Two regression models used in this
dissertation are introduced here – linear regression and binary logistic regression.
Customer ratings of products and product attributes are measured using rating
scales. The most commonly used rating scale is the Likert scale [30] – which elicits
responses in multiple scales (e.g., five ―agreement‖ scales: strongly disagree, disagree,
neutral, agree and strongly agree). In the linear regression model, the discrete rating
data is assumed as a continuous variable. Let n=1,…, N represent individual
customers, the rating of a product or product attribute for customer n is specified as
13

zn = β ·Λ + εn

(2.1)

where zn denotes a dependent variable, such as the rating from customer n; Λ denotes
a vector of the independent variables, such as product attribute ratings; β represents a
vector of model parameters; εn is an error term, usually assumed to have a normal
distribution.
Customer data is not always of the form of ratings data. Sometimes, customer
data can be purchase or not purchase decision or other decision variables such as
specification or no specification of an attribute as a pro. In that case, the dependent
variable zn is a binary variable, equal to 1 or 0; 1 indicates the customer decides to do
something and 0 indicates not to do something. For example, the dependent variable
can be the customer decision variable of specifying an attribute as a pro – 1 indicates
a customer specifies an attribute as a pro and 0 indicates the customer does not
specify the attribute as a pro. Binary logistic regression can be used to model such
decision variables [32]:
zn = β ·Λ + εn

logit    ln


 
1

(2.2)
(2.3)

where  denotes the probability of zn equal to 1; εn is a statistical error term –
independent and identically distributed extreme values.
Customers often have different needs and tastes for the products. Thus customer
preferences can be heterogeneous. An important approach to model customer
preference heterogeneity is described here – the mixture model. In general, the
mixture model is a statistical model for representing the presence of sub-populations
within an overall population. Here, the overall population can be regarded as all the
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customers and the sub-populations can be the individual customers or customer
groups. When the sub-populations are individual customers, the mixture model [33] is
formulated by Equations (2.4) and (2.5). In this model, customer preference
parameters βn are not fixed but random variables. The parameters βn are randomly
distributed across customers.
zn = βn ·Λ + εn

(2.4)

βn ~ Multivariate normal (μ, ∑)

(2.5)

where βn are model parameters for nth customer. μ and ∑ denote the mean value and
the covariance matrix of the population distribution for βn.
Customer preference heterogeneity can be obtained by grouping customers into
different latent segments based on their response parameters [34]. Within one
segment, customers are considered to be homogeneous – having similar preferences
for the products, responding similarly to a market stimulus and so on. Yet, the
customer needs and customer responses can be very different across different groups.
One of the most powerful segmentation methods is mixture regression models [35].
These models identify customer segments on the basis of the estimated relationship
between a dependent variable and a set of independent variables. One of the mixture
regression models – the finite mixture regression – estimates a number of unobserved
classes in the data and simultaneously relates a dependent variable (e.g., customer
rating of a product) with a set of independent variables (e.g., product attributes)
through a generalized linear regression model.
Assuming there are M discrete latent classes (segments), the conditional
probability density function of a dependent variable z is specified as the weighted
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sum of the conditional probability density function fs for Segment s (s=1,…, M), as
formulated in Equation (2.6).
M

f  z     ws  f s  z  ,  s 

(2.6)

s 1

where ws is the weight for Segment s satisfying 0 ≤ws≤ 1 and ∑ws = 1. Suppose the
dependent variable z is a linear function of an independent variable vector X. For
each segment, it can be stated as
zns = βs ∙ Λns + εns

(2.7)

where zns denotes a dependent variable (e.g., customer rating of a product) for
Customer n in Segment s, following a condition probability density function fs(zns|Λns);
Λns denotes independent variables for Customer n in Segment s; εns is a linear
regression error; and βs is the model parameter vector in Segment s. The loglikelihood of fs(zn|Λ) can then be written as
N
M

log L   log   ws  f s  zn  ,  s  


n1
 s 1


(2.8)

where N represents the total number of customers. By maximizing the log-likelihood
function, the optimal model parameter vector βs* can be estimated. The parameters βs*
represent customer preferences, identical within each segment and different across the
segments. The differences in βs* across the M segments represent the degree of
customer preference heterogeneity across the segments.
In the mixture regression models, the number of segments is specified before the
model estimation. It is recommended to estimate the models for a different number of
segments and select the model with the best performance. The performance of a
model is judged by a set of information criterion values. The smaller the information
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criterion value is; the more fit the model is. Three types of information criteria (AIC
(Akaike information criterion), CAIC (Consistent AIC) and MAIC (Marginal AIC))
are commonly used [35-38]:
AIC: –2(log L)max+2GM

(2.9)

CAIC: –2(log L)max + GM[log(J)+1]

(2.10)

MAIC: –2(logL)max + 3GM

(2.11)

where (log L)max denotes the maximum likelihood; GM is the number of parameters in
a model with M segments; J represents the number of observations.
Sometimes, to consider more evidence from individual customers, multiple
observations from a single customer are collected. The multiple observations can be
multiple ratings for different products or multiple decisions (such as specifying or not
specifying an attribute as a pro) made by a single customer. Recall Equations (2.1)
and (2.2), customer data z is related to a summation of β ∙ Λ and the error term ε. The
error term ε is induced by customers‘ biases due to their inherent habits or
backgrounds. For example, if a customer is more conservative in rating a product than
other customers, his or her ratings may be consistently lower than an average, thus his
or her error term is larger than others. Therefore, the error terms ε‘s for different
observations z‘s from the same customer should be correlated. Two models for the
correlation of multiple responses are introduced here.
The first one is to model multiple decisions from a single customer [39]. In this
first model, the error term for decision data is considered to be independent and with
identically distributed extreme values as specified in Equation (2.2), which can be
represented by two components as
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 n,t   n  en,t

(2.12)

where εn,t is the error term for the tth observation from the nth customer;  n is a
customer-specific error term; en,t is purely random across customers and observations,
and it is also independent and

identically distributed extreme values. By this

formulation, the error term εn,t is correlated across observations within the nth
customer.
The second one is to model the errors caused by customer habits of using rating
scales [40], such as the five ―agreement‖ scale: 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3
= neutral, 4 = agree and 5 = strongly agree. Customers often have different habits to
use the rating scales. For example, some customers like to use the high-end of the
scale (e.g., use only 4 and 5 of the five ―agreement‖ scale); some just use a narrow
interval of the scale (e.g., use only 2 to 4 of the five ―agreement‖ scale). Two broad
scale usage patterns that have been identified are called location shift and scale shift.
Location shift is the shift of the individual customer‘s mean response, which is the
tendency of some customers to use either the low or high end of the scale. Scale shift
is caused by the tendency to use a wide or narrow interval of the scale.
The tth observation from nth customer is specified as
zn,t = β ·Λ + ηn +λn ·εn,t

(2.13)

εn,t ~ N(0, ∑)

(2.14)

where ηn and λn represent the location and scale shift of nth customer, respectively;
they are modeled via a bi-variate normal prior:

 n 
ln   ~ N  φ, Σ 
n
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(2.15)

2.4 Online Customer Reviews
2.4.1Customer Reviews in a Single Website
Online customer reviews are written by customer product users. With more
people becoming familiar with the worldwide web, the amount of such reviews is
increasing over time. Online customer reviews have the advantage of low cost and
high volume. Figure 2.1 presents an example of an online customer reviews from
www.bestbuy.com.
Product rating

Attribute
aggregate ratings

General comments

Pros/cons

Figure 2.1 Customer reviews – www.bestbuy.com

The customer reviews may include numerical ratings and textual reviews. As
highlighted in Figure 2.1, a customer provides two types of product ratings: an overall
rating of a product and ratings of product attribute aggregates (e.g., four aggregates in
Figure 2.1: ―value for price‖, ―features‖, ―ease of use‖, and ―battery life‖). As shown
in Figure 2.1, customer textual reviews are composed of three parts: open-ended
comments (called general comments), ―what‘s great about it‖ (the pros of a product),
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and ―what‘s not so great‖ (the cons of a product). General customer review comments
can contain a lot of noise and as such a significant portion can become irrelevant to
product attributes. Too much noise can exacerbate the complexity of a text mining
process and thus impair the accuracy of the results. The pros/cons are summarized
comments and simply listed phrases or sentences. References [16,41] state that text
mining results using general comments are significantly worse than those from
review summaries (pros/cons).
2.4.2 Customer Reviews in Multiple Websites
Different public websites usually contain their own formats of customer reviews
and require different procedures to acquire customer reviews. To better understand
such heterogeneity, the popular websites containing reviews can be categorized into
four groups depending on the types of customer data included. As shown in Table 2.1,
customer reviews can include four types of customer data: overall product ratings,
attribute aggregate ratings, general comments and pros/cons. Group I of the websites
includes all the four customer data types (Figure 2.2); Group II contains three data
types except pros/cons data (Figure 2.3); Group III comprises three data types except
attribute aggregate ratings (Figure 2.4); and Group IV includes two data types –
product ratings and general comments (Figure 2.5). It is found that two common
types of customer data are product ratings and general comments. The four groups are
distinguished from each other by whether they contain attribute aggregate ratings
and/or pros/cons.
Additionally, there exist two extra format differences among the websites: (i) the
attribute aggregates are not identical; and (ii) the pros/cons data is not collected
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following the same procedures. For the websites with attribute aggregate ratings
(Groups I and II), the attribute aggregates are determined by each website. Thus
attribute aggregates are distinguished from different websites. For instance,
www.bestbuy.com has four attribute aggregates (shown in Figure 2.2) – ―Value for
price‖, ―Features‖, ―Ease of use‖ and ―Battery life‖. The website www.letstalk.com
has four aggregates (shown in Figure 2.3) – ―Call quality‖, ―Ease of use‖, ―Design‖
and ―Battery life‖. The two websites only have two attribute aggregates in common.
For the websites with pros/cons data, pros/cons are collected in two different ways.
Some websites allow customers to summarize pros/cons freely (as www.bestbuy.com
shown in Figure 2.6); other websites provide a checklist of pros/cons for customers
(as www.tmobile.com shown in Figure 2.6). All of the distinctions among the
websites will directly require different procedures of customer data elicitation and
processing.
Table 2.1 Comparison of different websites
Groups

Product rating

I



Attribute
aggregate
rating


II





III





IV
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General
comments

Pros/cons








Product rating

Attribute
aggregate ratings

General comments

Pros/cons

Figure 2.2 Group I sample – www.bestbuy.com

Product rating
General comments

Attribute
aggregate ratings

Figure 2.3 Group II sample – www.letstalk.com
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Product rating

Pros/cons

General comments

Figure 2.4 Group III sample – www.cnet.com

Product rating
General comments

Figure 2.5 Group IV sample – www.amazon.com
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www.bestbuy.com

www.tmobile.com

Figure 2.6 Different pros/cons formats

2.5 Text Mining Techniques
Textual customer reviews are very informal, even the pros/cons types of reviews.
Without text mining, it is very difficult to extract any useful information for product
design selection from textual comments. The general steps of text mining include preprocessing, text representation and content analysis [16,42].
The purpose of the pre-processing is to clean and normalize the textual data. It
includes two steps: removing stop words and stemming. The stop words from a
standard list [43,44] including articles, conjunctions, prepositions and some
commonly used but meaningless words, like ―is‖, ―been‖, are removed from each
phrase. For instance, after removing the stop words, the phrase ―the battery life is soso‖ becomes ―battery life so-so‖. The stemming process attempts to normalize the
words by reducing the words into their stem or root form [44]. The Porter‘s algorithm
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[45] is widely used for stemming, which provides explicit steps how to normalize the
words. For instance, at Step 1, the suffix ―sses‖ is replaced by ―ss‖. At Step 2, the
suffix ―tional‖ is replaced by ―tion‖. The details of the algorithm are omitted in this
dissertation. As an example of the stemming, ―happy‖ and ―happiness‖ are both
stemmed as ―happi‖. In most cases, different variations of a stem are similar in
semantic interpretations and that is why stemming is used. After this step, different
variations of a stem are made equivalent and normalized into a single stem. Text
representation is a step to transform raw text into numeric vectors. The most widely
used representation is the vector space model [46]. According to this model, the text
(e.g., a review sentence) is represented by a vector whose dimension is the number of
features (i.e., the words of interest) and the components represent the appearance of
the features (e.g., the frequency of the features). This step can prepare text for a
possible follow-up content analysis.
The content analysis includes classifying reviews, determining the orientations of
customer reviews and so on. A great deal of effort has been made to identify product
attributes, determining the orientations (positive or negative) of customer reviews
from online customer reviews (one type of reviews). Some literatures [47-50] used a
supervised classification method to identify attributes from customer reviews.
Supervised classification methods [47-50] take both training and testing steps. The
training step develops a classification rule by analyzing training datasets. Each dataset
includes a pair of an input vector (e.g., a review sentence) and a class output (e.g., a
corresponding product attribute). In the literatures, the class outputs for the dataset are
manually assigned. The testing step predicts the class outputs of new review
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sentences (testing datasets). Some references [41,42,51-54] identify product attributes
by identifying the frequently-used noun and noun phrases. Refs [16,55] present an
automated procedure to obtain conjoint attributes and levels from the pros/cons list of
specific public websites. Some research efforts [42,56-58] in using online customer
reviews have been made to determine the orientations (positive or negative) of
customer reviews based on the occurrences of particular sentiment phrases. Some
literature from marketing research [59-63] focuses on the impact of product reviews
on product sales. One paper [64] uses a sophisticated text mining technique to
incorporate customer review content into sale prediction models. Some recent work
[65] makes efforts to extract market structure information from online customer
reviews through text mining techniques. From an engineering perspective, a recent
paper [66] presents a web-based framework to enable collective innovation
(innovation through collaboration) in the early stage of product development.
A supervised classification method is introduced in the following. Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [67] is a popular supervised classification method with excellent
precision. Let Sk = {(uk, vk)} denote the kth example in the training set, uk  {±1} be
the class for the input vector vk. For example, for the input vector (v) for the review
sentence ―Great call quality‖, the class for this input is assigned as a pro (u = 1). For
the input for the review sentence ―Terrible signal‖, the corresponding class is a con (u
= –1). Figure 2.7 illustrates an SVM problem when the input vector v is in two
dimensions. The solid dots in Figure 2.7 represent the examples in the class u = 1 and
the circles represent the examples in the class u = –1. SVM is a binary classification
method aimed at finding a hyper-plane that best separates the two classes of examples
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in the training set. The desired hyperplane can be defined as W ·v – b = 0, where ―·‖
denotes the dot product and W is a weight vector. W and b are obtained to maximize
the minimum distance between the two classes. As shown in Figure 2.7, the
hyperplanes parallel to the desired hyperplane and in the margin for the two classes
are W ·v – b = 1 and W ·v – b = –1, respectively. The two hyperplanes should be as
far apart as possible but still separating the two classes of examples. For the examples
belonging to the class (u = 1), there is (W ·v – b) ≥ 1. Similarly, for the examples in
the class (u = –1), there is (W ·v – b) ≤ –1. The two inequalities can be merged and
rewritten as u × (W ·v – b) ≥ 1. Using the geometry, one can find the distance
between the two hyperplanes to be equal to: 2/||W||. The objective of maximizing the
distance is equivalent to the objective of the optimization problem in Equation (2.16)
– to minimize ||W||. The objective is subject to that all the training examples are
separated by the two hyperplanes (which is the constraint in Equation (2.16): uk ×
(W ·vk – b) ≥ 1 for all k).
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2
W

v2

u=1

u= – 1

v1
Figure 2.7 SVM problems for two-dimensional input vectors


minimize W
w ,b

subject to: uk   W  v k  b   1, for all k

(2.16)

Once the optimization problem is solved, new vectors vnew can be classified by
comparing with the hyperplane W ·v – b= 0. If (W ·vnew – b) ≥ 0, this vector will be
classified into the class (u = 1); otherwise, it will be classified into the class (u = –1).

2.6 Meta-Analysis Techniques
Meta-analysis has been commonly executed in the area of health sciences. It is a
statistical method to combine results from multiple medical clinics. If several clinics
address the same research question, then it is useful to combine information from all
of them. The meta-analysis of multiple clinics provides a more precise estimation of
medical treatment effects and may provide valuable information regarding the
differences between the clinics. The earliest example of meta-analysis proposed by
Karl Pearson in 1904 [70] was a combination study of typhoid vaccine effectiveness.
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He tried to overcome the problem caused by small sample sizes and analyzed the
results from multiple clinics. In the past 30 years, meta-analysis has gained
acceptance as a method for integrating relevant and comprehensive evidence in
medical and clinical research [71]. Today, it is also used for psychological,
educational, social science, and market research as well as other fields [71-73].
In a medical clinic, different treatments are usually used. For example, some
patients are treated with a new medicine but others are not. A treatment effect is the
effect of the treatment differences on how patients respond. Two frequently-used
models in meta-analysis are the fixed effects model and the random effects model
[71,80]. The two models are distinguished by the way one treats the variation in
estimated treatment effects between the clinics. In the fixed effects model, the
assumption is made that there is a global average effect and the clinic differences
from the average effects are caused solely by sampling variation. Individual clinic
results are combined to estimate this global average effect. In contrast, the random
effects model views the between-clinic variation of the estimated treatment effects
due to random variations in the way individual clinics are designed, conducted and
measured. The ―true‖ treatment effects estimated for individual clinics are allowed to
be different (not assumed common as in the fixed effects model). The effects are
regarded as drawn from a population of clinic effects. The mean of this population
distribution is the overall treatment effect and its variance represents the uncertainty
added by the differences between clinics. A fundamental assumption of the random
effects model is that the individual clinics are exchangeable, which means that they
are not identical replications but similar enough to be useful for estimating the
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parameters of the population distribution of clinic effects [75]. Sometimes, the
independent variables are not completely identical across all the clinics. Reference
[72] applied the random-effects meta-analysis for combining information from
several medical clinics with incomplete information.
Because of its appeal, Bayesian methods have also been broadly used for metaanalysis to deal with the fixed effects and random effects model. The advantages of
Bayesian-based methods are their great flexibility, the ability to quantify uncertainties
of parameters and the ability to handle models in a complex fashion. Through
Bayesian methods, researchers can express their prior belief of the clinic effects and
then update the belief by taking into account the emerging clinic data. The
computational complexity of Bayesian methods can be improved by employing
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation methods [81].

2.7 Model Performance Evaluation and Validation
The performance of a model can be evaluated by a pseudo-r2 value [82]. The
pseudo-r2 value, as defined in Equation (2.17), is defined as the degree of the
predictive capability of a model. The pseudo-r2 value can be anywhere from 0 to 1.
The higher the value of the pseudo-r2 is, the better the predictive capability of the
model. The pseudo-r2 is defined as:



r 2   j 1 yˆ j  y
J

  Jj1 y j  y 
2

2

(2.17)

where yˆ j and yj indicate predicted and observed ratings of the jth observation,
respectively; y indicates the average value of actual ratings; J indicates the number of
observations.
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The errors between the predicted values and observed values can be quantified by
the root mean squared error RMSE, normalized root mean squared error NRMSE,
mean absolute error MAE and mean absolute percentage error MAPE values [83-86].
All the error quantifications can be used for evaluating model performance as well as
model validation. The RMSE defined in Equation (2.18) is the difference between the
predicted and observed values. The RMSE value can range from 0 to ∞. The smaller
the value of RMSE, the better the predictive power of the model. RMSE for different
data sets cannot be directly compared unless it is appropriately normalized. The
NRMSE in Equation (2.19) is a normalized measure of RMSE by dividing the range of
observed values y [84]. The NRMSE value ranges from 0 to 1.



RMSE   j 1 yˆ j  y j

J



2

1/2

J


NRMSE  RMSE  ymax  ymin 

(2.18)
(2.19)

where ymax and ymin represent the maximum and minimum observed ratings,
respectively.
The MAE and MAPE as defined in Equations (2.20) and (2.21) are two commonly
used error quantification values.
MAE   j 1 yˆ j  y j J

(2.20)



(2.21)

J

MAPE   j 1 yˆ j  y j
J



yj J

The deviance information criterion DIC [87,88] values defined as in Equation
(2.22) are more useful for Bayesian model selection problem.

DIC  D     2 pD
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(2.22)

 

where D     2log  f y   is the deviance obtained by substituting the posterior


mean values  of the model parameters ξ into the log-likelihood function, y is the
observed data, and pD denotes the effective number of model parameters, defined as





 

pD =E 2log  f  y   +2log  f y   . Generally, a smaller DIC value is



associated with a better model–data fit.

2.8 Summary
In this chapter, the background knowledge required for this dissertation and some
terminology which may not be familiar were introduced. Online customer reviews are
the focus of this dissertation, therefore, the relevant literature and techniques are
carefully reviewed.
In the next chapter, customer reviews from a single website are processed and
used for customer-driven product design selection in order to overcome the limitation
of conventional customer-driven product design.
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Chapter 3: Product Design Selection using Online Reviews
from a Single Website
As stated before, acquisition of the customer data for product design selection
using traditional customer survey techniques can be a time-consuming and costly
undertaking. The aim of this chapter is to overcome this limitation by using online
customer reviews as an alternative to the traditional customer survey techniques such
as conjoint. So far, there has not been any systematic effort in using online customer
reviews in design selection for a durable product. Using online reviews in product
design selection is not an easy task because the reviews are not specifically surveydesigned and collected for product design.
This chapter develops a systematic methodology for eliciting product attributes
from online reviews, constructing customer preference models and using these
models in design selection. To demonstrate the proposed method, design selection of
a smartphone is considered.
Section 3.1 gives a brief introduction and review of previous work. Section 3.2
defines the problem. Section 3.3 describes the proposed methodology. Section 3.4
presents a smartphone case study that demonstrates an application of the proposed
method. Finally, Section 3.5 gives some concluding remarks.

3.1 Introduction
Web based online reviews for products have two main advantages: They are
available at very low cost and copious quantity of data. But online reviews have an
obvious disadvantage too: They include free expressions with a lot of noise. In order
to overcome this particular disadvantage in online reviews and using it for product
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design selection, this chapter makes the following contributions, as discussed in the
next two paragraphs.
The first contribution is the use of a new data source, online reviews, to overcome
the current limitations in customer-generated data acquisition and processing. To the
best of our knowledge, no systematical effort has been made so far to use such
reviews in the context of customer-driven product design selection. Some research of
studying online reviews [56-58] was on determining the orientations (positive or
negative nature) of customer reviews by the occurrences of particular sentiment
phrases. Part of the previous research focused on identifying product attributes
discussed in customer reviews [16,42,47-55]. Some marketing researchers [59-63]
make efforts in studying the impact of product reviews on product sales. From the
engineering perspective, a recent paper [66] presents a web-based framework to
enable collective innovation by learning online reviews. It is expected that the
introduction of online reviews, as presented in this chapter, will reduce the cost of
design selection schemes and more importantly dramatically reduce the time in
obtaining customer data.
The second contribution of this chapter is that it proposes a new methodology for
using online reviews for product design selection by extending and integrating several
existing methods of customer preference modeling and customer-driven product
design. As mentioned before, online reviews contain a lot of noise, variability and
even bias induced by the customers themselves. Meanwhile, online reviews rarely
contain detailed information on customers, like gender, income and other such
customer-specific data. Lack of detailed information can make it harder to model
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customer preferences because customer preferences are often subjective and can be
explained by customer-specific data. This second contribution makes it feasible to use
customer data elicited from online reviews, construct customer preference models,
and help in durable product design selection. More specifically, the existing text
mining techniques are extended in this chapter to make the data elicitation from
online reviews applicable for customer preferences modeling. The existing customer
preference modeling methods and customer-driven product design methods are
tailored and integrated to make use of the customer preference information obtained
from online reviews for product design selection.

3.2 Problem Definition
As shown in Figure 3.1, a design engineer desires to make a design selection for a
consumer durable product such as a mobile phone, an appliance, or an automobile.
Given a series of design alternatives, the design engineer wants to select a design
alternative which maximizes the expected profit for a manufacturer. The customer
data is collected from online customer reviews. Both quantitative (numerical) and
qualitative (textual) data exist for developing customer preference models and
ultimately for selection. The objective of the proposed approach is to elicit customer
data from online reviews, construct customer preference models and select a product
design alternative.
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Design selection decisions for a customer durable product

Customer
preference
models

Demand

Maximize: Profit,
Market share

Engin.
constraints

• Screen
• Keyboard
• …..

Design
Elicit

Online customer reviews
…..I like the
bright screen
...... ..quality….

Generate

Heterogeneous
customers

Figure 3.1 Problem definition

3.3 Approach
The proposed approach, as shown in Figure 3.2, involves three tasks: (Task 1)
elicit product attributes and customer data; (Task 2) construct hierarchical customer
preference models; and (Task 3) select a product design. In Task 1 (Section 3.3.1),
online customer reviews are processed by a text mining technique to identify
important product attributes. Customer ratings data is then collected from online
reviews for the analysis in the subsequent tasks. To resolve the difficulty of modeling
customer preference heterogeneity, Task 2 (Section 3.3.2) will focus on modeling the
unobserved customer preference heterogeneity by segmenting customer data using
mixture regression models. Simultaneously, the customer preference models are
constructed for each segment using both customer ratings data and publicly known
product specification data, which are available on the Internet. Specifically, the
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customer preference models considered in this chapter are multi-level, linking the
customer ratings on products, product attributes and product specifications. In Task 3
(Section 3.3.3), a profit function is formulated using the customer preference models
given the relationships between the probability of product purchase and product
ratings. The profit is incorporated as a design objective which is maximized over all
design alternatives for product design selection. The three tasks are detailed in the
next three subsections.
Marketing domain – Task 1 and Task 2

Engineering domain – Task 3

Online
customer
reviews

Task 1 Eliciting product
attributes and customer data

Design alternative
generation
• Feasible

Product
specifications

Task 2 Constructing
hierarchical
customer preference models

Design alternative
evaluation
• Profit =
Demand (Price – Cost)

R – Product rating;
Level I – R = f(X)
X – Aggregate ratings;
Level II – X = g(Y)
Y – Attribute ratings;
Level III –Y = h(E)
E – Specifications.

Engineering
constraints

Design alternative
selection
• Select the one w/ the
highest profit

Figure 3.2 The methodology framework
3.3.1 Eliciting Product Attributes and Customer Data
The goal of this task is to identify important product attributes and elicit customer
data from online customer reviews. As shown in Figure 3.3, Task 1 includes two
main steps: identifying product attributes and eliciting customer data. In the first step,
in order to identify product attributes, frequent words are identified as candidate
attributes and meaningless frequent words are pruned. Meanwhile, a dictionary
defining the words related to each attribute is constructed. In the second step, using
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the constructed dictionary, customer ratings for each attribute can be identified and
elicited. These are described in detail next.
Inputs

Task 1

Outputs

• Identifying product attributes
Identifying frequent words

Pros/cons

Product
attributes

Pruning meaningless frequent words
Constructing a dictionary

Customer
ratings for
attributes

• Eliciting customer data

Figure 3.3 Task 1 framework
Identifying Product Attributes: The first crucial step in Task 1 is to identify
important product attributes from customer reviews. To avoid excessive noise in
customer reviews, this step only considers the lists of pros/cons to identify product
attributes in this study. Each pro or con list cannot be directly used as inputs for
identifying product attributes. They have to be partitioned into separate phrases or
sentences. The phrases or sentences in each pro or con list are divided by standard
separators including commas, slashes, and semicolons. Each phrase or sentence is a
single input for identifying product attributes and assumed to correspond to only one
single product attribute [16]. For example, the con list in Figure 3.4 contains two
sentences and corresponds to two product attributes ―battery life‖ and ―touch screen‖.
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Figure 3.4 An example of a customer review from www.bestbuy.com
It is proposed to improve a previously developed part-of-speech tagger based
technique, e.g., [42,54], in order to identify product attributes better. The text mining
technique can identify frequent words from noun and noun phrases as candidate
product attributes and then figure out product attributes from the candidates. Two
improvements are made. First, the way to identify candidate product attributes is
improved by accounting for noun and verb and their phrases, while the literature
focuses on noun (e.g., ―screen‖) and noun phrases (e.g., ―battery life‖) only [42,54].
This improvement is based on the observations made from customer reviews. Some
product attributes are described using verb phrases like ―easy to use‖, ―easy to text‖.
If only noun and noun phrases are considered, the product attributes described using
verb and verb phrases may be missed.
Secondly, the approach also improves the way to identify product attributes from
candidate attributes. Two pruning rules (the compactness pruning rule and
redundancy pruning rule) [42,54] are initially considered to check the candidate
attributes. Compactness pruning is to check candidate attributes with at least two
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words and remove those that are likely to be meaningless. Redundancy pruning
focuses on removing redundant candidate attributes with a single word. The
candidates that do not satisfy these rules are removed. The retained candidates are
identified as product attributes. However, it was found that the compactness pruning
rule is not appropriate for the study here because this rule is aimed at removing the
meaningless candidates containing at least two words. It is suggested [42,54] that in a
natural language sentence, when the words in the candidate attributes appear together
and in a specific order, then they are most likely to be meaningful. However, the
candidates from pros/cons are very short; most contain only one word and a few
contain two words. Thus, the compactness pruning rule is not applicable in the
proposed method because it is not able to check the candidates according to the order
of words.
An independency pruning rule is proposed to replace the above mentioned
compactness pruning rule – the case with short candidate attributes. The consideration
of the independency pruning rule is based on the assumption that each phrase from
pros/cons corresponds to one product attribute. Each phrase may contain candidate
attributes and other words. If the candidate attributes are meaningful product
attributes, then in the phrases, the candidates can be used independently and do not
need to be used with other noun or verb words to describe a product attribute. For
example, consider the phrase in Figure 3.4: ―The battery life is so-so‖. Assume that
―battery life‖ is a candidate attribute. In the phrase ―The battery life is so-so‖, the
candidate attribute ―battery life‖ is not used with other nouns or verbs. It is only used
with an adjective word ―so-so‖. (―The‖ and ―is‖ are presumed to be already removed
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as stop words during a pre-processing step.) Thus, ―battery life‖ is used independently
and can be identified as a meaningful product attribute. A candidate attribute is
defined as independent in a phrase if it is not used together with other nouns or verbs.
The independence pruning rule is: The candidates that cannot be determined as
independent in any phrases from pros/cons will be removed.
Two examples are given to demonstrate how the independency pruning rule
proposed here works. Consider a candidate attribute ―texting‖ and three phrases from
the pros/cons containing this candidate: “texting is difficult”, “texting”, “texting
capabilities”. The candidate ―texting‖ is independent because two sentences use the
candidate without the support of other nouns/verbs. As another example, there is a
candidate attribute ―time‖ and three phrases from the pros/cons containing this
candidate: “slow response at times”, “long time for shipping”, “there is a lag all the
time”. The candidate attribute ―time‖ is not independent and should be removed
because all the phrases contain other noun/verbs. This indicates that the candidate
―time‖ is not a meaningful product attribute and cannot be used independently to
describe a product attribute.
Using the two pruning rules (the redundancy pruning rule and the independency
rule), the important product attributes can be identified. The attributes are identified
individually from the pros and the cons and then merged to be the attributes of
interest. The reason to identify attributes individually from pros and cons is that some
attributes may only appear in pros or cons. For example, the attribute ―ease of use‖ is
widely mentioned as pros but barely specified as cons.
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Due to the variations in the use of language, customers tend to use different words
to describe even the same thing. For example, for the ―Internet‖ attribute, customers
may also use the words like ―internet browser‖, ―web browser‖, ―web‖ and so on. A
dictionary which defines the words related to each attribute can be constructed first.
The dictionary can then be used to identify the product attributes that customers
describe in their reviews.
Eliciting customer data: After mapping customer reviews into product attributes,
the next step is to elicit customer opinions in a numerical fashion. Previous work [64]
elicited customer opinion data according to the adjective words used. A grade was
assigned from –3 (strongly negative) to +3 (strongly positive) to the reviews
according to different adjective words. For example, ―horrible‖ is more negative than
―bad‖. However, the grading process is a subjective process and may introduce bias
into customer data.
In this dissertation, two indicators for each attribute are defined as in Equations
(3.1) and (3.2) – one for pros and one for cons. For convenience, the two indicators of
each attribute are called as attribute ratings in the rest of this dissertation.

The attribute is classified into pros
1
Attribute_pros = 
0 The attribute is not classified into pros

(3.1)

The attribute is classified into cons
1
Attribute_cons = 
0 The attribute is not classified into cons

(3.2)

For instance, if the attribute ―screen‖ is only classified into pros, the two
indicators for ―screen‖ are screen_pros = 1 and screen_cons = 0. If ―call quality‖ is
not classified into pros or cons by a customer; then the values of the two indicators
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are both equal to 0. This elicitation does not depend on the adjective words used by
customer so it can avoid any possible bias.
3.3.2 Constructing Hierarchical Customer Preference Models
In general, customers can provide the textual reviews of a product and its
numerical rating. Some websites ask customers to provide their numerical ratings of
product attribute aggregates as well. Here, it is presumed that the customer data from
online reviews are in a hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 3.5. The top level
gives the overall product ratings. The intermediate levels include the attribute
aggregate ratings and attribute ratings. Attribute aggregate ratings are not always
available and it is thus dash-lined in the pyramid structure of Figure 3.5. In order to
model customer preferences from online reviews for product design selection, the
product specifications that are publicly available at the bottom level of Figure 3.5 are
collected. Product specifications are information about the objective attributes and
features of the product supplied by the product vendor. The consideration of publicly
available product specifications can be beneficial in two ways: (i) product
specifications are easy to collect; and (ii) product specifications are useful links
between customer preferences and product design.
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Product
rating R

Level I
Aggregate
ratings X

Level II
Attribute ratings Y

Level III
Product specifications E

Figure 3.5 Data structure
Based on the data structure, as shown in Figure 3.5, it is proposed to formulate
customer preference models in a hierarchical fashion. The hierarchical customer
preference model is formulated using a bottom-up approach that predicts the ratings
at an upper level using those at a lower level(s). The hierarchical customer preference
models are formulated as follows.
Level I – a product rating R is a function of attribute aggregate ratings X
R = βI,n ∙ X + εI

(3.3)

Level II – aggregate ratings X is a function of attribute ratings Y
X = βII,n ∙ Y + εII

(3.4)

Level III – attribute ratings Y is a function of product specifications E
Y = βIII,n ∙ E + εIII

(3.5)

where R, X, Y and E are the product rating, aggregate ratings, attribute ratings and
product specifications; βI,n, βII,n, and βIII,n are the model parameters, varying with
customer n; εI, εII, and εIII are the error terms, which are correlated in the hierarchical
models.
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For the case without the attribute aggregate ratings, the hierarchical models can be
reduced into two levels as:
Level I – a product rating R is a function of attribute ratings Y
R = βI ∙ Y + ε I

(3.6)

Level II – attribute ratings Y is a function of product specifications E
Y = βII ∙ E + εII

(3.7)

The parameters at the different levels can be estimated using the finite mixture
regression model introduced in Chapter 2 in a hierarchical fashion.
3.3.3 Product Design Selection
First, in this task, design alternatives are generated given the engineering
constraints. For each design alternative i, the product rating Ri(Ei, ξ) can be predicted
in a statistical fashion using the estimated models in Section 3.3.2, where ξ denotes
all the parameters in the model – including β‘s and so on.
In order to predict the demand and profit of each alternative, the relationship
between the product rating Ri and the probability of purchase Pi must be known.
However, due to the lack of customer choice data in online reviews, the relationship
cannot be estimated. Thus, in this dissertation, different relationships are presumed
and the selected design alternative should be insensitive to the change of the
relationships. The relationship is assumed to have three forms as representatives –
linear, binary logit, and nonlinear (exponential) – as defined in Equations (3.8) to
(3.10).
P(1),i(Ei, ξ) = a1×Ri(Ei, ξ) + c1
P(2),i  Ei ,   

exp  a2  Ri  Ei ,    c2 

exp  a2  Ri  Ei ,    c2   1
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(3.8)
(3.9)

P(3),i(Ei, ξ) = a3×exp(Ri(Ei, ξ)) + c3

(3.10)

where P(1),i represents the probability of purchase for the design alternative i under the
first relationship (linear), P(2),i represents the probability of purchase for the design
alternative i under the second relationship (binary logit), P(3),i represents the
probability of purchase for the design alternative i under the third relationship
(exponential), a1, c1, a2, c2, a3 and c3 represent the constants in each relationship.
In order to bound the probability of purchase P in the range of [0,1], two
constraints are applied to the relationships: P (Rmin) = 0 and P (Rmax) = 1, where Rmin
= 1 and Rmax = 5. By applying the two constraints, the constants a‘s and c‘s can be
found out. The three relationships are shown in Figure 3.6.

1

Probability of purchase

0.8

Linear
Exponential
Logit

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
1

2

3
Product rating

4

5

Figure 3.6 Three relationships between probability of purchase (P) and
product rating (R)
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Given the assumption that the demand is linearly dependent on the probability of
purchase, the demand and profit can be estimated for the three forms. The design
alternative – which satisfies (i) the maximum expected profit and (ii) the most
insensitive to different relationships between the probability of purchase P and the
product rating R – will be selected as the desired design. The second objective is
considered because the actual relationship is unknown. We can only select the
alternative which is insensitive over relationships. The alternative insensitive to
different relationships means that the variation of the normalized profit over
relationships for this alternative is small. The demand Di and the expected profit PFi
for alternative i are obtained by
D(.),i(Ei, ξ) = P(.),i(Ei, ξ) ×MS

(3.11)

PF(.),i   D(.),i  Ei ,     PC  Ci  d

(3.12)

where the subscript (.) represents any relationship between the probability of product
purchase and the product ratings (Equations (3.8)-(3.10)), MS is the potential market
size, PC is the product price, Ci is the cost of the ith design alternative.
As in Equation (3.12), the expected profit depends on product specifications E as
well as the relationship between purchase probability P and the product rating R. To
eliminate the effects of the relationships, the expected profit is replaced by the profit
rank RK, which is equivalent to the normalized profit and used for design selection.
In order to find the profit rank RK, the expected profit PF is sorted from the
maximum to the minimum. The rank of the expected profit for each alternative i is
recorded as RKi. The alternative with larger profit has a smaller rank. For example,
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assume there are 30 design alternatives in total, the 5th alternative has the maximal
profit and the 26th alternative has the minimal profit. Then RK5 = 1 and RK26 = 30.
For a design alternative i, there are three profit ranks because of three different
relationships, RK(1),i, RK(2),i , and RK(3),i. The mean and standard deviation of the
ranks for each design alternative can be calculated as in Equations (3.13) and (3.14).

i  RK    RK(1),i  RK(2),i  RK(3),i  3



(3.13)



2
2
2
 i  RK    RK(1),i  i  RK     RK(2),i  i  RK     RK(3),i  i  RK    3



1/2

(3.14)

The design objectives – finding the maximal profit and the least sensitive to
different relationships – are equivalent to minimize µi(RK) and σi(RK). The biobjective optimization problem is converted to a single objective problem as
minimizing (µi(RK) + σi(RK)). The product design selection problem can be
formulated as in Equation (3.15). The engineering constraints can be reliability,
weight constraints and so on.

 Minimize i  RK    i  RK 
i

 Subject to : Engineering constraints

(3.15)

3.4 Case Study
In this section, the proposed approach is applied to a smartphone design selection
problem.
3.4.1 Online Customer Reviews of Interest
The public website considered for this case study is www.bestbuy.com. The
customer reviews on this website (from which an example is shown in Figure 3.4)
include product ratings, attribute aggregate ratings, general comments and pros/cons.
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The four types of reviews are highlighted in Figure 3.7. The ratings are given in five
scales from 1 to 5. The attribute aggregates are pre-determined by the website, with
four aggregates – value for price, features, ease of use and battery life.

Product rating

Attribute
aggregate ratings

General comments

Pros/cons

Figure 3.7 Highlighted customer reviews
Multiple observations from a single customer are collected for individual
customers. Multiple observations indicate the ratings from the same customer for
multiple (different) smartphones. On www.bestbuy.com, each customer who leaves
the reviews has a user profile page, listing all the reviews the customer has performed.
The user profile pages allow us to check whether the customers have written reviews
for multiple smartphones. In total, 305 customer reviews were collected and
downloaded from 143 customers. The reviews were written from June, 2010 to June,
2011.
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3.4.2 Product Attributes Identification
The first step of the proposed methodology is to identify important product
attributes and elicit customer ratings data. The pros and cons from the 305 customer
reviews were divided into phrases as the inputs for text mining. A MATLAB toolbox
– Text to Matrix Generator (TMG) [89] – was employed for this step. A list of the
stop words is defined including those listed by MySQL – a popular open source
database [43] plus the lists of standard adjective and adverb words [90,91]. After
removing the stop words, only noun and verb words were left in the customer reviews.
Next, the remaining words were stemmed and the frequent words were identified. A
popular algorithm was used – association mining algorithm [42,52,92] – to identify
frequent words as words/phrases appearing in more than 1% of the review phrases.
From the pros, nineteen frequent words were identified as candidate product
attributes. Using the independency pruning rule [42], the candidate ―life‖ was
removed. From the cons, twelve frequent words were identified and two words ‗life‘
and ‗data‘ were pruned. In total, the retained frequent words identified from pros and
cons are merged and identified 19 product attributes, as listed in Figure 3.8. After
identifying product attributes, customer attribute ratings can be elicited by following
the procedure in Section 3.3.1. Two ratings ―attribute_pros‖ and ―attribute_cons‖ for
each attribute were elicited in two levels – 0 and 1. 0 indicates the attribute is not
specified and 1 indicates the attribute is specified as a pro or con.
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Applications
Call quality
Feeling
Video
Wi-Fi

Battery
Camera
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Quality
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Design
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Screen
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Internet
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Keyboard
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Processor
Texting
Ease of use

Figure 3.8 Identified product attributes
3.4.3 Model Estimation Results
The 305 sets of multiple observations data were used to estimate the customer
preference models in a hierarchical structure. One data set consists of the ratings for
one smartphone from one customer, including an overall rating R for the smartphone,
attribute aggregate ratings X for four aggregates and attribute ratings Y. The ordinal
ratings R and X are treated as continuous variables. The attribute rating vector Y is a
binary variable. As described in Section 3.3.2, the hierarchical structure of the model
has three levels. The finite mixture regression for estimating the model was employed.
For the nth customer (n = 1, 2, …, 143), there is
Level I: Rn = βg[n],X ·Xn + εI

(3.16)

Level II: Xn = βg[n],Y ·Yn + εII

(3.17)

Level III: Yn = βg[n],E ·En + εIII

(3.18)

where εI ~ Normal(0, σI2) and εII ~ Multivariate Normal(0, σII2) represent the error
terms – εI is a scalar, εII is a 4×1 vector, Each element in εII represents the
measurement errors for each element in X respectively. εIII is a statistical error term –
independent and identically distributed extreme values. g[n] represents segment
indicators, following a categorical distribution with the parameter vector w = {ws} –
the weights of segments, ∑s ws = 1.
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The software – GLIMMIX – was employed for the segmentation purpose.
GLIMMIX is designed for finite mixture regression modeling using an expectationmaximization algorithm [93]. Given the number of segments, GLIMMIX is able to
provide the probability estimates for each segment, the probabilities of a respondent
belonging to a segment, and other parameters estimates. In order to find the
appropriate number of segments, a number of segments from 1 to 6 were considered
and compared with respect to the performance of the model for different number of
segments. Figure 3.9 plots the statistics of information criteria values (CAIC, MAIC
and AIC) against the number of segments. According to Section 2.3, a better-fitted
model has a smaller information criterion value. Therefore, the model with four
segments outperforms because all the information criteria values are smallest when
the number of segments is four. It was thus decided to assign four segments for the
models. The weights for each segment are w1=0.28, w2=0.22, w3=0.28 and w4=0.22.
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Figure 3.9 Plot of statistics against the number of segments
The 305 sets of multiple observations data were used to estimate the customer
preference models in a hierarchical structure. WinBUGS [94], a widely-used software
tool for Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is used for estimating the
parameters. The criterion to select the attributes follows the widely used criterion in
the literatures [16,41] – according to the frequency of the attributes. The ten most
frequently mentioned attribute_pros and attribute_cons are selected for the case study.
The product specifications are selected from the common product specifications
available at www.bestbuy.com and www.phonescoop.com. Twenty-one product
specifications are chosen for this case study. Table 3.1 lists the detailed descriptions
for attribute aggregates X, attributes Y and product specifications E that were
considered.
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Table 3.1 Description of attributes and specifications
Attribute aggregates X:
X1 – Value for price;
X3 – Ease of use;

X2 – Features;
X4 – Battery life;

Attributes Y:
Attribute_Pros
Attribute_Cons
Y1 – OS
Y11 – OS
Y2 – Applications
Y12 – Applications
Y3 – Battery life
Y13 – Battery life
Y4 – Camera
Y14 – Call quality
Y5 – Ease of use
Y15 – Camera
Y6 – Features
Y16 – Keyboard
Y7 – Keyboard
Y17 – Price
Y8 – Screen
Y18 – Screen
Y9 – Processor
Y19 – Processor
Y10 – Design
Y20 – Quality
Product specifications E:
E1 – Network variable (1=4g, 0=Not 4g);
E2 ~ E5 – dummy variables for OS ([1,0,0,0]=OS1, [0,1,0,0]=OS2, [0,0,1,0]=OS3,
[0,0,0,1]=OS4, [0,0,0,0]=OS5);
E6 – height (inch);
E7 – width (inch);
E8 – depth (inch);
E9 – weight (ounce);
E10 – display size (the diagonal length of a display screen);
E11 – total pixel resolution (defined wr×hr, wr and hr are width and height resolution
in pixel respectively);
E12 – touch screen (1=Yes, 0=No);
E13 – battery capacity (mAh)
E14 – camera resolution (mega-pixel);
E15 ~ E16 – video variables ([1,0] = high-definition video, [0, 1] = regular definition
video, and [0, 0] = no video);
E17 – processor variable (1= ―processor speed ≥ 800 MHz‖, 0= ―processor speed <
800 MHz‖);
E18 – memory variable (1= ―memory ≥ 1 GB‖, 0=―memory < 1 GB‖).
E19 – phone form (1=―slide form‖, 0=―bar form‖).
E20 – physical keyboard (1=Yes, 0=No).
E21 – Wi-Fi variable (1=Yes, 0=No).
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The parameters for each segment were estimated using WinBUGS. Table 3.2–
Table 3.4 list the statistical results (means (standard deviations)) for the parameters
estimated for the three levels in the model. The 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the
parameters are calculated. If the bounds of 95% CIs are on the same side of zero
(both positive or negative), then the variables have purely positive or negative effects
on the dependent variable, which are called significant variables and highlighted as
bold in the tables.
For Level I, Table 3.2 lists the parameters for all four segments. The positive
means of the parameters suggests that all the four attribute aggregates have positive
effects on the product rating. Not all the effects are significant. For Segment 2, only
the attribute aggregates ―value for price‖ and ―ease of use‖ have significant positive
effects. For Segment 3, the aggregates X1 ―value for price‖, ―features‖ and ―ease of
use‖ affect the product rating R significantly. For Segments 1 and 4, all the four
aggregates are significant. The most important attribute aggregates (the one with the
largest parameter means) for each segment are ―value for price/battery life‖, ―value
for price‖, ―value for price‖, and ―value for prices‖, respectively. Different parameter
estimates in different segments imply the existence of different customer preferences.
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Table 3.2 Model estimated results for Level I
Level I – parameter estimates for product rating R
Attribute aggregates Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4
Value for price
Features
Ease of use
Battery life
Constant

0.40(0.08) 0.63(0.11) 0.36(0.08) 0.55(0.08)
0.33(0.07) 0.07(0.09) 0.33(0.08) 0.32(0.08)
0.28(0.08) 0.35(0.10) 0.30(0.10) 0.29(0.09)
0.40(0.06) 0.08(0.07) 0.08(0.06) 0.27(0.06)
-1.76(0.36) -0.57(0.34)-0.37(0.26)-1.71(0.37)
mean(standard deviation)

Table 3.3 for Level II lists the results for the attribute aggregate ―Features‖ for all
the four segments as an example. Overall, the parameters for attribute_pros are
positive – indicating that more people specify the attributes as pros, the higher rating
for ―Features‖. In contrast, the parameters for attribute_cons are generally negative –
representing that more people specify the attributes as cons, the lower rating for
―Features‖. Most attributes have consistent effects across different segments and
follow the general trends, such as ―Processor_pros‖, ―App_cons‖. However, some
attributes have conflicting effects for different segments. For example, the parameters
for ―call quality_cons‖ are significantly negative for Segment 2 but significantly
positive for Segment 3. The conflicting effects for different segments can be
explained by customer preference heterogeneity. For customers in Segment 2, ―call
quality‖ is an attribute affecting the attribute aggregate ―Features‖. If they dislike the
call quality, then the rating for ―Feature‖ is low. For customers in Segment 3, ―call
quality‖ does have not positive effects on the attribute aggregate ―Features‖.
Although they dislike the call quality, the rating for ―Features‖ can be still high.
Additionally, in the points of view from the customers in Segment 3, the smartphone
with good features tends to have poor call quality.
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Table 3.3 Model estimated results for Level II
Level II – parameter estimates of significant variables for the attribute aggregate
―Features‖
Attributes
Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4
OS_pros
-0.05(0.39) 0.69 (0.35) 1.07 (0.38) 0.12(0.43)
Apps_pros
0.91 (0.26) 0.60 (0.35) 0.10(0.32) -0.78(0.90)
Battery_pros
0.76 (0.34) -0.44(0.50) 0.69 (0.33) 0.32(0.46)
Ease of use_pros 0.31(0.25) 0.99 (0.30) -0.67(0.40) 0.39(0.39)
Features_pros
0.63 (0.30) 0.49(0.33) 1.13(0.52) 1.23 (0.47)
Screen_pros
0.41(0.27) 0.83 (0.32) 0.54 (0.31) 0.24(0.38)
Processor_pros
0.46(0.37) 0.82 (0.36) 1.03 (0.30) 0.34(0.54)
Design_pros
0.41(0.37) -1.08(0.62) 0.67 (0.30) 0.14(0.44)
App_cons
-1.44 (0.45) -0.70(0.53) -0.46(0.55) -1.53(0.96)
Battery_cons
-0.53(0.25) -0.04(0.32) 1.23(0.35) 0.77(0.42)
Call quality_cons -0.14(0.49) -1.78 (0.63) 1.16(0.58) -0.24(0.68)
Price_cons
-0.47(0.68) 0.05(0.52) -1.82 (0.94) 0.55(0.63)
Screen_cons
-0.57(0.54) 0.91(0.51) -0.72(0.40) -0.17(0.44)
Processor_cons -0.18(0.40) 0.79(0.50) -1.37 (0.58) -1.19 (0.58)
Quality_cons
-0.07(0.44) -0.39(0.49) 0.79(0.46) -0.83(0.70)
Constant
3.58 (0.28) 3.40 (0.30) 2.84 (0.35) 3.42 (0.38)
mean(standard deviation)
The results for Level III in Table 3.4 are for the attribute Y2 ―Applications_pros‖
for all the segments. The application of a smartphone is mainly determined by the
operating systems. The results suggest that at least one OS has a significant effect on
the attribute ―application_pros‖ ratings except Segment 1. For the OS specification,
OS 5 ([0,0,0,0]) is a base value. The parameters indicate that compared to the base
OS (OS 5), customers in Segment 2 dislikes the applications of OS 1 but like that of
OS 2; customers in Segments 3 like the applications of OS 1 to 3; and customers in
Segment 4 dislike the applications of OS 2. Customers across the segments seem to
be indifferent between the applications of OS 4 and OS 5 because OS 4 is not
significant to any segment (as a result, OS 4 is not listed as a significant variable in
Table 3.4). Some other specifications have effects on ―Application_pros‖ as well,
such as height, Wi-Fi and so on.
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Table 3.4 Model estimated results for Level III
Level III – parameter estimates for the attribute ―Application_pros‖ Y2
Specifications Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4
OS 1
0.28(2.51) -3.95(2.08) 6.56(2.30) 0.94(3.40)
OS 2
3.78(2.34) 6.45(2.36) 6.27(2.49) -6.57(2.87)
OS 3
-2.01(5.05) -3.16(3.60) 6.30(1.94) -4.61(4.01)
Height
-3.86(2.00) 0.10(2.41)
6.71(2.05) 0.02(3.59)
Width
4.42(3.09) -5.41(2.84) -5.40(2.18) -3.78(2.10)
Display size
0.77(1.39) 3.14(2.34)
-5.32(2.28) 1.45(1.67)
Resolution
0.09(0.78) 0.81(3.39)
8.08(1.60) -0.28(4.06)
Touch
6.41(2.43) 0.95(0.52) -3.65(1.47) 0.30(1.79)
Battery capacity 5.89(3.53) -6.21(3.04) 5.65(2.57) 0.26(5.61)
video
-0.22(4.87) 1.62(0.76) -1.12(0.65) -2.61(1.23)
video
0.95(4.59) 6.03(3.01)
3.92(4.52) 1.57(5.02)
Processor
1.61(1.70) 3.25(3.18)
2.82(3.62) -6.64(2.50)
Memory
1.98(1.64) -8.01(1.61) -1.82(1.68) -0.42(5.51)
Phone form
-5.49(2.40) -2.10 (2.08) 0.16(2.14) 4.25(2.62)
keyboard
3.46(2.81) -1.20(3.72) -7.39(1.74) -6.68(2.67)
Wi-Fi
4.27(1.79) -1.97(3.73) 7.00(2.08) -5.82(2.90)
mean(standard deviation)
The variance σ2I for the error terms εI and the covariance matrix σ2II for the error
term εII are listed in Equations (3.19) to (3.20). The diagonal elements of the
covariance matrix represent the variances of each element (attribute aggregate) and
the off-diagonal elements represent the covariance between two different elements.
The variances of error terms εII (diagonal elements of σII2) are greater than the
variance of the error term εI (σI2), indicating a larger statistical error in Level II than
that in Level I. Given the values of off-diagonal elements of σ2II are from 0.21 to 0.36,
the values implies that the covariance between any two attribute aggregates is
relatively small.
σI2 = 0.30
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(3.19)

0.87
 0.36
2
 II  
 0.35

 0.24

0.36
0.72
0.31
0.21

0.35
0.31
0.64
0.30

0.24
0.21

0.30 

0.88

(3.20)

The pseudo-r2 values, RMSE and NRMSE, are calculated to quantify the
predictive capability of the models at three levels, as listed in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 Model evaluation for each level
Pseudo-r2
RMSE
NRMSE

Level I Level II Level III
0.81
0.55
0.35
0.54
0.76
0.29
0.14
0.19
0.29

The pseudo-r2 value for the model of Level I is fairly high while the pseudo-r2
values for Levels II and III are relatively lower. The pseudo-r2 values for Levels II
and III are considered to be acceptable considering the nature of subjective data and
the mappings from textual reviews into numerical values. Especially Level III is a
binary logistic regression, the pseudo-r2 value for such regression is normally low and
any value between 0.2 to 0.4 is usually considered as a good fit [95,96]. In short, the
pseudo-r2 values for the models indicate that the models developed from online
reviews can explain customer preferences for smartphones reasonably well. It should
be noted that the ratings for the three levels are not in the same scale. For levels I and
II, the ratings are in a five-point scale (1, 2, …, 5); for level III, the ratings are binary
(0 and 1). Instead of an RMSE measure, an NRMSE measure must be used for
understanding the correctness degree of model predictability. It is observed that, as
the level of the model is lower, a pseudo-r2 value decreases while an NRMSE
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increases. It makes sense well that a pseudo-r2 value is inversely proportional to a
model prediction error.
A set of 50 reviews which are not used for estimation is used for model validation.
The reviews are processed by following the procedures in Section 3.3. The product
specifications are used to predict the attribute ratings, attribute aggregate ratings and
product ratings. The errors between the predicted ratings and the actual ratings are
quantified in the following forms – the mean absolute percentage error MAPE, mean
absolute error MAE and RMSE. For Level III, the actual attribute rating y is a binary
variable equal to 0 or 1. As defined in Equation (2.21) for MAPE, the actual rating y
is a denominator. For the case that y = 0, MAPE is meaningless. Thus, MAPE is not
calculated for Level III. The validation results are listed in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Model validation for each level
Level I Level II Level III
MAPE 0.13
0.13
N/A
MAE
0.58
0.54
0.28
RMSE
0.64
0.68
0.31

The MAPE and MAE values are fairly acceptable. The RMSE values from
validation are close to RMSE from estimation for each level, which implies that the
model is validated using the set of out-of-sample data.
3.4.4 Product Design Selection
In this section, it is shown how the customer preference models from the online
customer reviews are used for a smartphone design selection problem. The first step
is to define design variables and generate design alternatives. The 21 discrete design
variables are defined in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.7 Design variables
Design variables
E1
E2 to E5
[E6, E7, E8, E9, E10]
E11
E12
E13
E14
E15
E16
E17
E18
E19
E20
E21

Physical meanings & Possible values
4g network (= 1); No 4g network (=0)
OS 1(=[1,0,0,0]), OS 2(=[0,1,0,0]), OS 3
(=[0,0,1,0]), OS 4 (=[0,0,0,1]), OS 5 (=[0,0,0,0])
Large size (=[4.7, 2.4, 0.5, 5.1, 3.7])
Small size (=[4.3, 2.2, 0.5, 4.3, 2.8])
High resolution (=800×480)
Low resolution (=480×320)
Touch-sensitive (= 1); Non touch-sensitive (= 0)
Battery capacity (1420, 1200 mAh)
Camera resolution (5, 3.2-Megapixel)
High-definition video (= 1); otherwise (= 0)
Regular-definition video (= 1); otherwise (= 0)
Processor speed on video12(= 1);
otherwise (= 0)
Memory ≥ 1 GB(= 1);
otherwise (= 0)
Slide form (= 1); Bar form (= 0)
W/ physical keyboard (= 1);
W/o physical keyboard (= 0)
W/ Wi–Fi (= 1);
W/o Wi–Fi (= 0)

Among the nine engineering design constraints considered for this problem, two
are: LCD resolution (1st constraint) in Equation (3.21) and smartphone weight (2nd
constraint) in Equation (3.22) [97]. The remaining seven are the logical decision
constraints in Equations. (3.23) to (3.29): 3rd constraint – sliding phone must have a
physical keyboard; 4th constraint – only the camera with 5 mega-pixel lens can
provide the option of high-definition video; 5th constraint – high-definition video and
regular definition video cannot exist at the same time; 6th constraint – a phone can
only equip with one operating system; 7th constraint – a sliding phone is 1 inch deeper
than a bar phone without a physical keyboard in the same dimension; 8th and 9th
constraints – a bar phone with a physical keyboard has a 1 inch shorter display size
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and 0.05 inch deeper than the bar phones without a physical keyboard in the same
dimension because the physical keyboard on the same surface makes the screen
smaller. Note that the difference of the dimension in the 7th to 9th constraints are
estimated based on the dimension changes in the smartphones existing on the market.
E11 ≤ 7.37×104×E102

(3.21)

5.1×10-4×E6×E7 ×E8 ≤ E9

(3.22)

E19 = 1 iff E20 = 1

(3.23)

E15 = 1 iff E14 = 5

(3.24)

E15×E16 = 0

(3.25)

E2 + E3 + E4 + E5 ≤ 1

(3.26)

E8=E8+1 if E19=1

(3.27)

E8=E8+0.05 if E19=0 and E20=1

(3.28)

E10=E10 – 1 if E19=0 and E20=1

(3.29)

The next step is to estimate the cost for each design. The cost is estimated as the
summation of the component costs. The assembly cost is ignored. The component
costs are estimated according to References [98-102] listed in Table 3.8. The
estimated minimum cost is $98.65 and the maximum cost is $179.91.
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Table 3.8 Smartphone component cost estimation ($)
Components
4g
Network
No 4g
1
2
OS
3
4
5
Shell

Cost estimation ($)
15
10
15
12
12
12
10
2.2×E7× E8× E9
0.0000339×E11+10
Screen
0.000339× E11 +30 if touch sensitive
Battery
0.0045×E13–6.9
Camera lens
2.77×E14-3.8
Processor
3×E17 +15
Memory
15×E18 +10
Phone form
10×E19
Physical keyboard
5×E20
Wi–Fi
8×E21

The final step is to calculate the profit for each alternative and select the design
satisfying the objectives. Based on the design constraints, in total, 6400 design
alternatives can be generated. The parameters estimated from online customer
reviews are used to predict the product ratings for each design alternative. Assuming
there are three prices possible for the design alternatives – $99.99, $199.99, and
$299.99. The three prices are set according to the low-, middle- and high-end
smartphone markets. The potential market size (MS) for this design is assumed to be
1,000,000. The customers from www.bestbuy.com are assumed to be representative
of the whole market and thus it is assumed that the potential market has the same four
segments as the customers from Bestbuy.com (w1=0.28, w2=0.22, w3=0.28 and
w4=0.22). As described in Section 3.3.3, three relationships between the probability
of purchase and the predicted product ratings are assumed as – linear, logit and
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exponential. The expected profit for each alternative can be calculated and sorted in a
descending order to find the profit ranks. The means and standard deviations of the
profit ranks for each alternative are calculated as in Equations (3.13) and (3.14). The
figures of the means and standard deviations of the profit ranks are plotted under each
price in Figure 3.10. It can be observed that the figures are in a spindle shape. The
shape suggests that the variations for the ranks at the two ends are small – implying
that the design alternatives with highest or lowest ranks, that is highest or lowest
profits, are insensitive to different possible relationships. This is because the
probabilities of purchase for the three relationships are close to each other when the
ratings are high or low, as represented in Figure 3.6, the three curves are close at two
ends. It indicates that higher/lower ratings yield to larger/smaller probabilities of
purchase regardless of relationships. Since profit/demand is linearly dependent on the
probability of purchase, the profit is also insensitive to relationships when the ratings
are high or low.
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Price = $99.99
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0
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0
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0
0

1000

2000

5000

6000

Figure 3.10

3000 4000
Mean
Price = $199.99

3000 4000
Mean
Price = $299.99

3000 4000
Mean

Mean and standard deviations of profit ranks

The design alternative with the smallest mean of profit ranks has the smallest
deviation of ranks as well. Therefore, the alternative is selected as the desired design.
The design selection results for each price are listed in Table 3.9. Given different
prices, the design results are consistent in most design variables. As the price
increases, the network is suggested to be upgraded from non-4g to 4g. The battery
capacity increases and Wi-Fi is added as well. The change of design implies that the
smartphone with the advanced equipment (e.g., 4g, Wi-Fi) for high-end markets
yields to larger profit.
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Design variables

Table 3.9 Design results
Price
$99.99
$199.99
$299.99
Network (E1)
No 4g
4g
4g
OS (E2 ~E5)
5
2
2
Size (E6 ~E10)
Small
Small
Small
Screen resolution (E11)
Low
Low
Low
Touch (E12)
Non-touch Non-touch Non-touch
Battery capacity (E13)
1200
1420
1420
Camera resolution (E14)
3.2
3.2
3.2
Video (E15 ~ E16)
Regular
Regular
Regular
Processor (E17)
>800MHz >800MHz >800MHz
Memory (E18)
<1GB
<1GB
<1GB
Phone form (E19)
Bar
Bar
Bar
Physical keyboard (E20)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Wi-Fi (E21)
No
No
Yes

3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a new methodology is proposed for customer-driven product
design selection by using web-based online customer reviews. In the methodology,
the existing text mining techniques are extended in order to identify product attributes
and elicit customer preference data from customer reviews. The finite mixture
regression model was employed for modeling the customer data from customer
reviews. The use of the finite mixture regression enables modeling unobserved
customer preference heterogeneity in customer data from customer reviews. Finally,
the customer model developed from customer reviews is used for product design
selection problem – select a product design alternative that maximizes the profit and
is relatively insensitive to different possible relationships between the probability of
purchase and the product rating.
The work presented in this chapter makes contributions by: (i) overcoming a
major limitation in existing customer-driven product design selection methods which
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can significantly decrease the cost and time required in the acquisition of customer
data; (ii) extending and integrating existing techniques to overcome the disadvantages
of customer reviews and ultimately use customer reviews for product design selection.
For demonstration, the proposed method was applied to a smartphone case study. The
results show that by making use of web based customer reviews, the proposed method
can elicit product attributes of customers‘ interests; develop the customer preference
model from web-based customer reviews while accounting for the heterogeneity of
customer preferences; and finally use the model for customer-driven product design
selection. The entire process is purely a customer-driven process and based on a free
data source – web-based customer reviews.
In next chapter, online customer reviews from multiple websites will be processed
and integrated for product design selection.
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Chapter 4: Product Design Selection Using Online Customer
Reviews from Multiple Websites with Website
Heterogeneity
In the last chapter, an approach in product design selection using online reviews
collected from a single website was presented. However, online customer reviews
from a single website may not be a good representative of customer data in a target
market. The consideration of online reviews from multiple websites for product
design selection is the subject of this chapter. The material in this chapter can be
beneficial in two ways: (i) online reviews from multiple websites is more
representative of the market compared to the reviews from a single website; and (ii)
multiple websites might be necessary to get sufficient amount of data especially for
product aggregates that have limited data from just a single website. Furthermore, the
heterogeneity of online reviews across different websites is too significant to be
ignored. Motivated by these reasons, this chapter proposes an approach of eliciting
and processing online customer data from multiple websites, and integrating customer
data by using a meta-analysis technique.
Section 4.1 gives an introduction. Section 4.2 defines the problem and describes
the assumptions. Section 4.3 describes the proposed methodology for product design
using online reviews from multiple websites. Section 4.4 presents a smartphone case
study that demonstrates the applicability of the proposed method. Section 4.5 gives
some concluding remarks.
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter makes the following two contributions for elicitation and
integration of customer reviews.
The first contribution is a text classification method to elicit product attributes and
customer data from multiple websites regardless of their own formats. At the early
stage, online customer reviews were freely written textual reviews only (called
general comments in this chapter). As the popularity of online customer reviews
increased, the format of customer reviews improved significantly. Instead of general
comments, some public websites request customers to summarize the pros/cons for a
product. Current research [16,41,42,47-50] effort has been made to identify product
attributes from either general comments or the pros/cons from a single website. In
fact, some researchers have found [16,41] that the text mining results from general
comments are significantly worse than the results obtained using the pros/cons.
Nevertheless, the pros/cons summary of a product is not a standard format across
different websites. Due to the lack of pros/cons on some websites, current methods
focusing on the pros/cons summary from a single website cannot be extended to
multiple websites. This chapter proposes a text classification method to elicit product
attributes and customer attribute ratings from multiple websites in three steps. First,
product attributes and customer attribute ratings are elicited from the websites with
the pros/cons: The procedure here is the same as our previous work, as described in
Chapter 3 [103]. Second, product attributes and customer attribute ratings are elicited
from general comments from the websites without the pros/cons by using the
supervised classification method SVM (support vector machine). The attribute
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sentences are elicited and classified into the positive group (pros) and the negative
group (cons) by using the pros/cons from the websites with pros/cons. Here, the
difference between our proposed approach and previous literatures [47-50] is the
choice of training datasets when using SVM. As discussed in the previous literature
[47-50], researchers manually classify general comments into pros or cons, as training
datasets. In our approach, the pros/cons from the websites with pros/cons are used as
training datasets. Thus, using these pros/cons as training sets can significantly reduce
the requirement of human work. In the final step, the product attributes considered for
product design are identified from all the websites of interest.
The second contribution is the use of a meta-analysis technique for integrating
customer review data from multiple websites. This technique was first proposed in
the area of health sciences [70] and has been widely applied for psychological [104],
educational [105], social science [106], and marketing research fields [107] as well as
others [71-73]. The meta-analysis technique is a statistical process to combine results
from multiple studies and has not been applied for combining online reviews from
multiple websites. It should be noted that different websites may require different
procedures to obtain customer reviews with their dissimilar review formats. The
heterogeneity of websites makes it difficult to combine customer review data from
multiple websites. The meta-analysis technique can provide a feasible solution to
integrate customer data from multiple websites and reconcile potential differences
among them.

4.2 Problem Definition and Assumptions
As shown in Figure 4.1, a designer seeks a design for a consumer durable product
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by using online reviews from multiple websites. The desired design should satisfy the
engineering constraints and meanwhile maximize the profit for a manufacturer as
well. Two types of heterogeneity may exist in the customer data from multiple
websites. The first is called website heterogeneity in this dissertation. It is mainly
caused by different formats of the websites. The other is called customer preference
heterogeneity, which is caused by different customer preferences for the products. In
order to keep the heterogeneity simple and clearly observe its effect, in this chapter
customer preference heterogeneity is ignored. Other assumptions made in this chapter
include: (i) online reviews from multiple websites is a good representative of
customer voices; and (ii) multiple observations from a single customer are regarded
as independent.
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Design selection decisions for a customer
durable product

Meta- Demand
analysis of
customer
preferences

Maximize:
Profit
• Screen
• Keyboard
• …..

Design

Engin.
constraints

Elicit data

www_1
www_2

Online Customer Reviews

…

www_1
www_2

Generate

www_n

…

www_n

Figure 4.1 Problem definition

4.3 Approach
The proposed method, as shown in Figure 4.2, involves four tasks: (Task 1)
collecting online reviews from multiple websites; (Task 2) eliciting product attributes
and customer data from multiple websites; (Task 3) meta-analysis of hierarchical
customer preference models; and (Task 4) selecting a product design. In Task 2, a text
classification method is proposed to elicit product attributes and customer data from
multiple websites. The attribute-related information is processed and elicited from the
pros/cons from available websites. The information is later used for eliciting product
attributes and customer data from general comments in other websites. To take into
account the website heterogeneity, Task 3 applies a meta-analysis technique for
integrating customer data from multiple websites and constructing customer
preference models. In Task 4, a profit function is formulated using the customer
preference models. The profit is incorporated as a design objective for product design
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selection. The four tasks are detailed in the next four subsections. As reviewed in
Section 2.4.2, there are two main differences among multiple websites – attribute
aggregates and pros/cons. The differences in pros/cons are to be handled during text
mining (Task 2) and the differences of attribute aggregates during model estimation
(Task 3).
Marketing domain – Task 1 to Task 3
www 1
www2
∙∙∙
wwwN

Product
specifications

Engineering domain – Task 4

Task 1 Selecting Online
Customer Reviews of interest

Engineering
constraints

Task 2 Eliciting product
attributes and customer data
from multiple websites

Design alternative
generation
• Feasible

Task 3 Meta-analysis of
hierarchical
customer preference models

Design alternative
evaluation
• Profit =
Demand× Price - Cost

R – Product ratings;
Level I – R = f(X)
X – Aggregate ratings;
Level II – X = g(Y)
Y – Attribute ratings;
Level III –Y = h(E)
E – Specifications.

Design alternative
selection
• Select the one w/
the highest profit

Figure 4.2 Overall framework of the proposed methodology

4.3.1 Collecting Online Customer Reviews of Interest
Recall Section 2.6 where meta-analysis was described as a technique to integrate
customer review data from multiple medical clinics. In this chapter, a clinic can be
thought of as a public website. Customer reviews are collected from a clinic (website).
Treatments are equivalent to the different product specifications being rated by
customers and a treatment effect refers to the effect of different product specifications
as to how customers rate the product. The first step of meta-analysis is to compare
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and select the clinics (websites). Recall Section 2.4.2, customer reviews from the
public websites are very similar to each other. For example, they include both
numerical ratings (product ratings) and textual reviews (general comments). These
similarities among the websites make the applications of meta-analysis feasible.
4.3.2 Eliciting Product Attributes and Customer Data from Multiple Websites
The formats of customer reviews from different websites are similar but not
identical. As stated in Section 2.4.2, there exist non-ignorable differences among
different websites, such as whether the websites collect attribute aggregate ratings and
whether the websites collect pros/cons. Based on the differences of the pros/cons,
multiple websites are grouped into three sets. The first set is denoted as Website I in
which the pros/cons are freely written by customers. The second set (Website II) is
websites in which they provide a checklist for pros/cons. Thus the pros/cons in
Website II are guided by the websites, not freely expressed by customers. The third
set (Website III) refers to those websites that are without pros/cons.
The goal of this task is to elicit product attributes and customer data from multiple
websites. Product attributes and their orientation (positive (pros) or negative (cons)
evaluation) can be elicited with a least amount of manual work by using the pros/cons
data. As shown in Figure 4.3, Task 2 contains three major steps – identifying attribute
candidates, determining attribute orientations and the attributes from multiple
websites. The first step identifies a pool of product attributes (or product attribute
candidates) from Website I, which include the product attributes used for product
design. Two kinds of dictionaries, to be constructed from Website I, are used to elicit
attributes and customer data from Websites II and III. Dictionary I is called attribute
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dictionary including the words used to indicate product attributes, such as ―screen‖,
―quality‖. Dictionary II is called attribute support dictionary including the words used
to evaluate attributes such as ―great‖, ―poor‖, ―like‖. The next step is to determine the
orientations of attributes – whether the attributes are evaluated as pros or cons. The
orientations of attributes in Websites I and II can be determined according to whether
the customers specify attributes as pros or cons. The orientations of the attributes in
Website III are determined by a supervised classification (or orientation) of the
attributes. In the final step, the most frequently mentioned attributes among the pool
of the attributes are determined as the final product attributes used for product design
selection. These steps are detailed in the subsections below.
Website I

Website II

Website III

STEP I:
Identifying
attribute
candidates

Identifying a pool
of attributes and
construct Dics I
and II

Using Dic. I to
elicit attribute
sentences

Using Dics I and II
to elicit attribute
sentences

STEP II:
Determining
the valences of
the attributes

Determining
pros/cons according
to the position

Determining
pros/cons according
to the position

Using data from
Website I to classify
into pros/cons

STEP III: Determining the product
attributes for product design

Figure 4.3 Steps in Task 2
4.3.2.1 Eliciting Product Attribute Candidates
Based on the previous literature [16,41,42,47-56], product attributes can be
identified from either pros/cons or general comments. It is known that all the websites
have general comments. Thus, the most direct way to identify attributes should be
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ignoring pros/cons and identifying attributes from general comments in multiple
websites. However, this work may require a lot of human work, prior-knowledge and
sophisticated text mining techniques. Meanwhile, the pros/cons statements in the
customer reviews cannot be ignored because they summarize comments with
customer-specified orientations (pros – positive orientation; cons – negative
orientation). It is observed that not all the pros/cons are freely expressed by customers,
i.e., a checklist of pros/cons pre-specified by the websites as in Website II. Since the
pros/cons summary in Website II are not customer specified language, only the
pros/cons in Website I should be employed for identifying attributes and constructing
dictionaries. As shown in Figure 4.3, this step includes the work of identifying
product attributes from Website I and eliciting attributes from Websites II and III,
which are explained in the following.
Identifying product attribute candidates from Website I: A pool of attributes are
identified from Website I following the same procedure described in Section 3.3.1 –
identifying frequent words and pruning the words which are not attributes. The
attributes are elicited from the pros and the cons separately and merged together as
the attributes identified from Website I. The attributes identified from Website I are
not the attributes identified from multiple websites but the candidate attributes from
multiple websites. Later in Section 4.3.2.3, a way to determine the attributes from
multiple websites will be given.
Eliciting attribute sentences from Websites II and III: The pros/cons from
Websites I and II and general comments from Website III are divided into review
sentences by standard separators including commas, slashes, and semicolons. The
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review sentences which evaluate the attributes are called attribute sentences. The
attribute sentences are identified from the review sentences by using Dictionaries I
and II. Dictionary I – attribute dictionary – includes the words used to indicate
attributes, for example, ―screen‖, ―quality‖. Dictionary II – attribute support
dictionary – includes the words used to evaluate attributes, such as ―great‖, ―poor‖,
―like‖. Dictionary I should be able to take into account the variations in the use of
language because customers may use different words when describing an identical
thing. For example, for the ―Internet‖ attribute, customers may also use the words like
―internet browser‖, ―web browser‖, ―web‖ and so on. Dictionary I is constructed by
manually processing the review sentences in Website I which are not identified as
attribute sentences. Dictionary II is constructed automatically. The software Text to
Matrix Generator (TMG) is used to process the review sentences in Website I by
removing the stop words and the words in Dictionary I. After the removing step, the
words retained in the reviews are mainly the words evaluating the attributes, as
candidate words for Dictionary II. For example, for a review sentence ―I like the
screen‖. The words ―I‖ and ―the‖ are removed as stop words and ―screen‖ is removed
as the words in Dictionary I. Only the word ―like‖ is retained as a candidate word for
Dictionary II. The candidate words are sorted according to the occurrences of their
presence in the reviews. The most frequently presented words are selected and placed
in Dictionary II. Manual work is necessary to check the words selected for Dictionary
II are the words evaluating the attributes.
The review sentences in Website II including words in Dictionary I are elicited as
attribute sentences. Eliciting attribute sentences from general comments (Website III)
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is more complicated than eliciting attribute sentences from pros/cons (Websites I and
II). General comments contain a lot of noise data, such as customers‘ stories about
their experience and actions. Their stories contain attribute words (words in
Dictionary I) but the stories do not really evaluate the attributes, for instance, ―I
turned off apps‖. The real attribute sentences from general comments should contain
attribute words (words in Dictionary I) as well as attribute support words (words in
Dictionary II), for example, ―The apps are awesome‖. Thus, the review sentences in
Website III can be identified as attribute sentences if they include the words in
Dictionaries I and II
4.3.2.2 Determining the Orientations of Product Attributes
The orientations of the product attributes can be defined in two levels – positive
(pros) or negative (cons). It is relatively easy to determine the orientations of the
attributes from the pros or cons data acquired in Websites I and II. However, it is very
difficult to determine the orientations from the general comments in Website III
because of a great deal of variations in customer language.
In this task, a supervised classification method – support vector machine (SVM) –
will classify the attribute sentences elicited from general comments into two classes –
pros and cons. The SVM has two steps – producing a classifier and predicting the
classes for new data. In the first step, the pros/cons from Website I are processed as
the training datasets to produce a classifier. The benefit of using pros/cons is that the
classes (pros and cons) have already been assigned by customers. After the preprocessing, the attribute sentences from the pros/cons in Website I are transferred into
numerical vectors in the domain of Dictionary II. The dimension of the vectors is
equal to the number of the words in Dictionary II. The number of the words in
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Dictionary II is pre-set, e.g., 300 [69] due to the consideration of computation
efficiency. The component values in a vector are 0 or 1, indicating whether a
corresponding word in Dictionary II appears in the sentence (1 = Yes, 0 = No). For
example, assuming that Dictionary II includes five words – ―great‖, ―nice‖, ―stupid‖,
―small‖ and ―better‖ and there are two attribute sentences – one from pros (―Great
value for service‖) and one from cons (―Stupid walkie talkie button‖). The numeric
vector for the first sentence is [1, 0, 0, 0, 0], indicating the first word in Dictionary II
– ―great‖ – appears in the sentence but the others do not. The vector for the second
sentence is [0, 0, 1, 0, 0], indicating only the third word ―stupid‖ appears in the
sentence. Two training datasets are v1 = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0], u1 = 1 (pros) and v2 = [0, 0, 1,
0, 0], u2 = –1 (cons). By solving the optimization problem in Equation (2.16), the
parameters W and b can be found. The next step is to classify attribute sentences
(testing datasets) from the general comments in Website III into the pros or cons class.
The attribute sentences are also transformed into the vectors in the domain of
Dictionary II. As described in Section 2.5, to classify a vector, the value (W ·v – b) is
calculated. If (W ·v – b) ≥ 0, the vector will be classified into pros; otherwise, cons.
For example, there is one attribute sentence (testing dataset) elicited from general
comments – ―Great call quality on both ends‖. The vector for this sentence is vc = [1,
0, 0, 0, 0]. If the value (W ·vc – b) > 0, then this sentence is classified into the pros
class.
After all the attribute sentences from multiple websites are classified into
pros/cons, the pros/cons are modeled as customer attribute ratings following the
procedure in Section 3.3.1.
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4.3.2.3 Determining the Product Attributes for Product Design
The final step is to determine the product attributes for product design from the
attribute candidates identified from Website I. In general, the attributes which are the
most frequently referred can be selected and determined as the attributes for the
websites of interest. The frequency of attributes is the occurrences of the attributes
being specified as pros or cons across the websites.
4.3.3 Integrating Customer Preferences from Multiple Websites
As described in Section 3.3.2, customer data are in a hierarchical structure as in
Figure 3.5. In order to construct the hierarchical models under website heterogeneity,
a random-effects meta-analysis technique is applied. The hierarchical customer
preference models are formulated as follows.
Level I – a product rating R is a function of attribute aggregate ratings X
R = β I ∙ X + α + εI

(4.1)

Level II – aggregate ratings X is a function of attribute ratings Y
X = βII ∙ Y + γ + εII

(4.2)

Level III – attribute ratings Y is a function of product specifications E
Y = βIII ∙ E + θ + εIII

(4.3)

where R, X, Y and E are the product rating, attribute aggregate ratings, attribute
ratings and product specifications; βI, βII, and βIII are the model parameters; εI, εII,
and εIII are the error terms; α, γ, and θ are random effects due to website
heterogeneity, representing the variation over websites. The random effects in the
three levels are expressed as α=[α1, .., αl, ..., αQ], γ =[γ1, .., γl, ..., γQ], and θ =[θ1, ..,
θl, ..., θQ], where αl, γl, and θl represent the random effect in the lth website (l=1, 2, ...,
Q), usually following the normal distributions [108] αl ~ Normal(0, τI2), γl ~ Normal(0,
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τII2) and θl ~ Normal(0, τIII2). Q denotes the number of websites in total. τI2, τII2, and
τIII2 are the between-website variance component in Levels I, II and III respectively.
It should be noticed that attribute aggregates determined by each website are
distinguishable. Assume there is a set of attribute aggregates considered for metaanalysis, some websites do not carry entire attribute aggregates or part of the
aggregates. The attribute aggregate which is not collected in a website can be
regarded as missing data of that website. For example, assume there are five attribute
aggregates considered for the meta-analysis, X = [X1, X2, X3, X4, X5], where X1=
―value for price‖, X2= ―features‖, X3= ―ease of use‖, X4 = ―design‖, and X5 = ―battery
life‖. Website A does not collect attribute aggregate ratings, thus, XA is regarded as
missing data of Website A. Website B carries part of the attribute aggregates, say, it
carries X1 (―value for price‖), X2 (―features‖), X3 (―ease of use‖) and X5 (―battery
life‖). Then X4 (―design‖) can be regarded as missing data of Website B. The missing
data can be imputed by WinBUGS [94]. The basic idea of the imputation is that the
missing data (missing aggregates) can be estimated by borrowing information from
known data (known aggregates from other websites) as well as by regression as in
Equation (4.2).
After constructing customer preference models, the product design selection
process is performed which is the same as the selection process in Section 3.3.3.

4.4 Case Study
Same as Section 3.4, a smartphone design selection problem is considered as an
example.
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4.4.1 Selecting Online Customer Reviews of Interest
This case study involves eight public websites listed in Table 4.1. All websites
have product ratings and general comments. Among them, five websites
(www.bestbuy.com, www.epinions.com, www.att.com, www.samsung.com and
www.tmobile.com) deal with attribute aggregate ratings while six websites collect the
pros/cons (three websites with the pros/cons checklists). Therefore, depending on the
pros/cons data existence and format, the eight websites can be divided into three
groups of Website I, II and III. Website I includes the websites with freely written
pros/cons – part of the websites from Groups I and III (see Section 2.4.2). Website II
includes the websites with guided pros/cons – part of the websites from Groups I and
III (see Section 2.4.2). Website III includes the websites without pros/cons – the
websites from Groups II and IV (see Section 2.4.2). Table 4.2 displays the attribute
aggregates that the eight websites deal with. The first column lists all the attribute
aggregates appearing in the eight websites and the second column presents the
number of the appearances of the attribute aggregates. It can be seen that some
attribute aggregates appear in multiple websites, such as battery life, whereas other
aggregates is recognized in one website only, e.g. clarity.
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Table 4.1 Website groups
Attribute
Product
General
aggregate
Pros/cons
ratings
comments
ratings
bestbuy.com
Y
Y
Y
Y
cnet.com
Y
N
Y
Y
epinions.com
Y
Y
Y
Y
att.com
Y
Y
Y
Y
samsung.com
Y
Y
Y
Y
tmobile.com
Y
Y
Y
Y
amazon.com
Y
N
Y
N
phonescoop.com
Y
N
Y
N
Websites

Web.
I
Web.
II
Web.
III

Pros/Cons
guided by
websites
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
–
–

Table 4.2 Attribute aggregates that the eight websites deal with
8 websites
Attribute aggregates Replications
Features
Battery life
Ease of use
Value for price
Design
Call quality
Performance
Display
Durability
Clarity
Portability

bestbuy epinions att samsung tmobile

4
√
√
√
√
4
√
√
√
√
3
√
√
√
2
√
√
2
√
√
1
√
1
√
1
√
1
√
1
√
1
√
√ indicates that attribute aggregates appear in that website

Similar to Section 3.4, multiple observations data are collected. In total, 932
customer reviews were collected and downloaded from 380 customers from the eight
websites. The reviews were written from September 2009 to March 2011.
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Table 4.3 The number of reviews from the eight websites
Websites
No. of customers No. of reviews
bestbuy.com
61
128
cnet.com
51
123
epinions.com
42
132
att.com
57
121
samsung.com
52
106
tmobile.com
44
96
amazon.com
39
97
phonescoop.com
34
129
Total

380

932

4.4.2 Product Attributes Identification
The first step of the proposed methodology is to identify important product
attributes and elicit customer data from the eight websites. Firstly, frequent words are
identified individually from the pros and cons from Website I. Twenty-four frequent
words and eighteen frequent words were identified from pros and cons respectively.
Using the pruning rules, ―data‖, ―life‖ and ―lot‖ were removed. Then the retained
words from pros and cons were merged together into the twenty-five attribute
candidates identified from Website I (www.bestbuy.com, www.cnet.com and
www.epionions.com), which are listed in Figure 4.4.
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Applications
Call quality
Feeling
Video
Wi-Fi

Battery
Camera
Appearing
Quality
HDMI

Network
Design
Memory
Screen
Spearker

Internet
Email
Price
Size
OS

Keyboard
Feature
Processor
Texting
Ease of use

Figure 4.4 Attribute candidates identified from Website I
Two dictionaries are constructed in the way explained in Section 4.3.2.1.
Dictionaries I and II are used to elicit attribute sentences and corresponding attribute
ratings in Websites II and III. The attribute sentences in Website II are elicited using
Dictionary I whereas those in Website III are elicited using Dictionaries I and II.
Attribute ratings (pros and cons indicators) can be easily elicited from the pros and
cons list in Websites I and II, whereas the attribute sentences in Website III are
classified into pros or cons by the SVM. For validation of the classification result, a
manual classification of a hundred attribute sentences into pros and cons can be used
as the reference. The classification result from the SVM is compared with the
reference and the classification precision can be calculated as
Precision 

number of sentences being correctly classified
total number of sentences

(4.4)

Table 4.4 lists the classification precision of attribute sentences being classified
into pros or cons for two websites – amazon.com and phonescoop.com. As listed in
the table, the classification precision is similar for the two websites (0.84 and 0.85),
which is higher than 0.76 for cell phone, and comparable to the average precision
0.84 across several product categories [42]. Plus the proposed method overcomes the
limitation – predicting the orientations (positive or negative) by using adjective words
only.
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Table 4.4 Classification precision
Amazon.com
Precision

Phonescoop.com Cell phone Average

0.84

0.85

0.76

0.84

Finally, the attributes from the eight websites are selected from the twenty-five
attribute candidates identified from Website I. The attributes with the top ten
pros/cons frequency are selected from the eight websites, as listed in Table 4.5. Eight
attributes appear in both pros and cons sides. The pros side has two non-common
attributes ―Text‖ and ―Ease of use‖ and so do the cons – ―Size‖ and ―Internet‖. Table
4.5 also lists the frequency values of the pros or cons indicator. The total number of
reviews is 932. The indicator with the highest frequency is ―applications_pros‖, as
high as 218.
Table 4.5 Attributes selected from the eight websites

Attribute_pros

Frequency

Attribute_cons

Frequency

Applications

218

Applications

108

Battery

180

Battery

237

Keyboard

181

Keyboard

136

Camera

274

Camera

92

Processor

172

Processor

85

Quality

206

Quality

86

Screen

378

Screen

83

OS

191

OS

64

Text

178

Size

59

Ease of use

195

Internet

54
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4.4.3 Model Estimation, Results, Interpretations and Comparisons
In this section, the model employed for this case study is firstly introduced. Then,
the estimated results are represented. Finally, to understand the website heterogeneity,
the meta-analysis results are interpreted and compared with results from individual
websites.
4.4.3.1 Model Estimation
The data from the eight websites are used for estimation of model parameters
using a meta-analysis approach. To conduct meta-analysis of multiple websites,
random-effects linear regression is employed for Levels I and II [108]. Randomeffects binary logistic regression is employed for Level III [108]. The details of each
model are introduced in the following.


Level I – the random-effects linear regression

The product rating (Rl) in the lth website can be modeled as
Rl = βI ·Xl + αl + εI

(4.5)

where Xl is the attribute aggregate ratings in the lth website; αl represents the random
effects for the website l = 1, …, 8, representing the variation over websites, αl ~
Normal(0, τI2), where τI2 is the between-website variance component for Level I; εI is
a statistical error term, εI ~ Normal(0, σI2); βI are model parameters in Level I.


Level II – the random-effects linear regression

The attribute aggregate ratings (Xl) in the lth website can be modeled as
Xl = βII ·Yl + γl + εII

(4.6)

where Yl are the attribute ratings in the lth website; γl represents random effects for
the attribute aggregate ratings Xl in the website l = 1, …, 8; random effects γl are
website-specific and identical for any aggregate ratings. Thus, the components of γl
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are equal to γl ~ Normal (0, τII2) and τII2 is the between-website variance component
for Level II; a statistical error term εII ~ multivariate Normal(0, σII2); βII are model
parameters in Level II. Attribute aggregate ratings X are distinct across different
websites. The missing Xs are imputed in Level II. They are imputed based on the
regression in Level II and also the correlations between different aggregates. The
attribute aggregates X are assumed to be multivariate-normally distributed.


Level III – the random-effects binary logistic regression

The jth observation set of attribute ratings (Yj,l) and its probability (  j,l) in the lth
website can be modeled as
Yj,l = βIII ·Ej,l + θl + εIII

(4.7)

logit(  j,l ) = βIII ·Ej,l + θl

(4.8)

where  j,l denotes the probability of Yj,l equal to 1; Ej,l are the jth observation set of
product specifications in the lth website; θl represents random effects for the attribute
ratings Yj,l in the website l = 1, …, 8; random effects θl are website-specific and
identical for any attribute ratings. Thus, the components of θl are equal to θl ~ Normal
(0, τIII2) and τIII2 is the between-website variance component; εIII is a statistical error
term – independent and identically distributed extreme values; βIII are model
parameters in Level III.
For computational efficiency, conjugate Bayes models are used to update the
statistics of the following parameters: σI, τI, τII and τIII ~ inverse Gamma distribution;
σII ~ inverse Wishart distribution and; βs ~ Normal distribution.
Table 4.6 lists the detailed descriptions for attribute aggregates X, attributes Y and
product specifications E. Note that for this case study five attribute aggregates were
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chosen because they are provided at least by two websites. The missing Xs are
imputed by borrowing the information from the known Xs. More known data can
assure more accurate imputation. That is the reason for selecting aggregates appearing
in at least two websites. The product specifications are the same as that in Section 3.4.
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Table 4.6 Description of attributes and specifications
Attribute aggregates X:
X1 – Value for price;
X2 – Features;
X3 – Ease of use;
X4 – Battery life;
X5 – Design;
Attributes Y:
Attribute_Pros
Attribute_Cons
Y1 – Applications
Y11 – Applications
Y2 – Battery
Y12 – Battery
Y3 – Keyboard
Y13 – Keyboard
Y4 – Camera
Y14 – Camera
Y5 – Processor
Y15 – Processor
Y6 – Quality
Y16 – Quality
Y7 – Screen
Y17 – Screen
Y8 – OS
Y18 – OS
Y9 – Text
Y19 – Size
Y10 – Ease of use
Y20 – Internet
Product specifications E:
E1 – Network variable (1=4g, 0=Not 4g);
E2 ~ E5 – dummy variables for OS ([1,0,0,0]=OS1, [0,1,0,0]=OS2, [0,0,1,0]=OS3,
[0,0,0,1]=OS4, [0,0,0,0]=OS5);
E6 – height (inch);
E7 – width (inch);
E8 – depth (inch);
E9 – weight (ounce);
E10 – display size (the diagonal length of a display screen);
E11 – total pixel resolution (defined wr×hr, wr and hr are width and height resolution
in pixel respectively);
E12 – touch screen (1=Yes, 0=No);
E13 – battery capacity (mAh)
E14 – camera resolution (mega-pixel);
E15 ~ E16 – video variables ([1,0] = high-definition video, [0, 1] = regular definition
video, and [0, 0] = no video);
E17 – processor variable (1= = ―processor speed ≥ 800 MHz‖, 0= ―processor speed
< 800 MHz‖);
E18 – memory variable (1= ―memory ≥ 1 GB‖, 0=―memory < 1 GB‖).
E19 – phone form (1=―slide form‖, 0=―bar form‖).
E20 – physical keyboard (1=Yes, 0=No).
E21 – Wi-Fi variable (1=Yes, 0=No).
4.4.3.2 Model Results
The parameters were estimated using WinBUGS. Table 4.7 – Table 4.9 list the
statistical results (mean values µβ, standard deviations σβ) for the parameters of the
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selected models at three levels. The significant variables as defined in Section 3.4.3
are marked with an asterisk (*) in the tables. For Level I, Table 4.7 lists the
parameters for all the five attribute aggregates plus the constant. The mean values for
the βs of the four aggregates (Value for price, Features, Ease of use and Battery life)
are significantly positive. The positiveness indicates that the four aggregate ratings
have significantly positive effects on the overall product rating R. The larger value β
is; the more effects the attribute aggregate has. Therefore, the attribute aggregate
―Value for price‖ has the largest effects on the product rating. This conclusion
coincides with the conclusion in Section 3.4.3 – ―value for price‖ has the largest
effects across different segments.
Table 4.7 Model estimated results for Level I
Level I – parameter estimates for product rating R;
Attribute aggregates

µβ

σβ

Value for price*
Features*
Ease of use*
Battery life*
Design
Constant*

0.47
0.32
0.26
0.11
-0.07
-0.52

0.04
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.06
0.20

For Level II, Table 4.8 lists the parameters of the attributes for the attribute
aggregate ―Features‖. Five attribute_pros with an asterisk (*) are significantly
positive, indicating that the attributes being specified as pros positively affect ratings
for the attribute aggregate ―Features‖. The parameters for the five attribute_cons with
an asterisk (*) are signficantly negative, indicating that the attributes being specified
as cons negatively affect ratings for the attribute aggregate ―Features‖. By comparing
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the absolute values of βs for the ten attributes, it can be seen that the attribute cons
tend to have a larger absolute value of βs, that is, the attribute cons tend to have more
effects on the attribute aggregate ratings than the attribute pros.
Table 4.8 Model estimated results for Level II
Level II – parameter estimates for the aggregate ―Features‖ X2 (only significant
attributes listed)
Attributes
µβ(σβ)
Attributes
µβ(σβ)
Applications_pros* 0.55(0.10) Applications_cons* -0.32(0.13)
Battery_pros -0.13(0.11) Battery_cons -0.02(0.09)
Keyboard_pros 0.03(0.11) Keyboard_cons* -0.53(0.18)
Camera_pros -0.04(0.10) Camera_cons -0.17(0.12)
Processor_pros* 0.26(0.12) Processor_cons -0.07(0.14)
Quality_pros
0.08(0.09)
Quality_cons -0.27(0.18)
Screen_pros
0.15(0.09)
Screen_cons* -0.59(0.13)
OS_pros*
0.32(0.12)
OS_cons*
-0.62(0.14)
Text_pros*
0.25(0.11)
Size_cons
-0.24(0.15)
Ease of use_pros* 0.26(0.10) Internet_cons* -0.61(0.16)
Constant*
4.17(0.15)

For Level III, Table 4.9 lists the parameters of the product specifications for the
attribute Y1 – ―Application_pros‖. Level III employs the binary logistic regression
models. For the OS specification, OS 5 ([0,0,0,0]) is a base value. The parameter for
OS 1 and OS 2 is significantly positive, which means when OS changes from OS 5
(the base value) to OS 1 or 2, the probability of the attribute ―Application‖ being
specified as pros become larger. In other words, compared to customers using OS 5,
customers using OS 1 and 2 are more likely to specify the attribute ―application‖ as
pros. This can be observed in Section 3.4.2 as well – customers seem to like the
applications of OS 1 and 2. For all other product specifications, in short, the
smartphones, which are shorter, narrower, in a bar form, and with physical keyboard
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and Wi-Fi equipment, tend to have a higher probability with the attribute ―application‖
being specified as pros.
Table 4.9 Model estimated results for Level III
Level III – parameter estimates for the attribute ―Application_pros‖ Y1 (only
significant Es listed)
Specifications
Network
OS 1*
OS 2*
OS 3*
OS 4
Height*
Width *
Depth
Weight
Display size*
Total resolution

µβ(σβ)

Specifications

-0.24(0.30) Touch screen
0.96(0.44) Battery capacity
0.96(0.41) Cam resolution
-1.34(0.75)
Video (HD)
0.41(0.29) Video (regular)
-1.67(0.54)
Processor
-3.93(1.09)
Memory
2.07(1.75)
Phone form*
0.19(0.19)
Keyboard*
2.15(0.65)
Wi-Fi*
-0.19(0.12)
Constant*

µβ(σβ)
0.18(0.53)
-0.39(0.68)
-0.17(0.09)
1.35(0.95)
0.65(0.85)
0.03(0.34)
-0.03(0.27)
-1.73(0.50)
1.11(0.53)
1.13(0.37)
5.73(2.52)

The variance σI2 for the error terms εI and the covariance matrix σII2 for the error
terms εII are listed in Equations (4.9) to (4.10). The variances of error terms εII
(diagonal elements of σII2) are larger than the variance of the error term εI (σI2),
indicating a larger error in Level II and that in Level I.
σI2 = 0.26

1.21
0.50

 2II  0.56

0.36
0.39

0.50
0.73
0.40
0.21
0.37

0.56
0.40
0.84
0.34
0.45

(4.9)

0.36
0.21
0.34
0.71
0.02

0.39 
0.37 

0.45

0.02 
0.69 

(4.10)

The pseudo-r2 values, RMSE, and MAE are calculated to quantify the predictive
capability of the models, as listed in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10 Model evaluation
Level I
Level II Level III
2
Pseudo-r
0.74
0.42
0.27
RMSE
0.35
0.88
0.29
MAE
0.25
0.65
0.31
The pseudo-r2 value for the model of Level I is fairly high while the pseudo-r2
values for Level II are relatively lower. The pseudo-r2 value for Levels II is
considered to be acceptable considering the nature of subjective data and the
mappings from textual reviews into numerical values. The errors in Level I are
smaller however the errors in Level II seems to be high, especially RMSE. The larger
errors in Level II indicate model fitting in Level II is worse than that of Level I.
Larger difference between RMSE than MAE in Level II indicates that there is a large
variance existing in the individual errors in the data because given the definitions in
Section 2.7, MAE is a linear evaluation of errors but RMSE is a quadratic evaluation
of errors, which is exaggerated by large individual errors. For Level III – binary
logistic regression, as stated in Section 3.4, the pseudo-r2 value is normally low and
can be accepted if the value is between 0.2 – 0.4 [95,96]. In short, the pseudo-r2
values for the models indicate that the models developed from customer reviews can
explain customer preferences for smartphones reasonably well.
Besides pseudo-r2, the DIC value is also calculated for Level III. The DIC value
for the Level III model is compared with that for a null model. The null model is the
Level III model with the intercept only. If the DIC value for the full model is
significantly smaller than that for the null model, it can be concluded that at least one
predictor in the full model is significant. The DIC values for the full and null models
are listed in Table 4.11. It can be noted that the DIC values for Level III is noticeably
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smaller, which indicates at least one predictor in Level III is significant and the
goodness-of-fit of the Level III is acceptable.
Table 4.11 DIC values for Level III

DIC

Level III
1.74E+05

The null model of Level III
1.10E+06

4.4.3.3 Model Interpretations and Comparisons
The meta-analysis results are compared with the estimated results for individual
websites. The comparison result for Level I is demonstrated in Table 4.12. The boxplots of parameters for two attribute aggregates are shown in Figure 4.5. The
comparisons for Levels II and III are omitted due to similarity. The model results for
individual websites are estimated using the models defined in Equations (4.5) to (4.8)
except that the random-effects are removed.
By comparing the mean values of the parameters, it can be seen that the
individual results are close to each other and the meta-analysis results are nearly the
average of the individual results but slightly smaller than the average. The reason of
being smaller than the average is that the number of independent variables (attribute
aggregates) for meta-analysis (five aggregates for meta-analysis) is greater than the
number from individual websites (equal to or less than four aggregates from
individual websites). More variables will induce fewer weights on each variable. That
explains the parameters for meta-analysis tend to be smaller than the average of
individual results. By comparing the standard deviations of the parameters, it is found
that the standard deviations of meta-analysis results are smaller than the standard
deviations of individual results. The smaller deviation is credited to more samples
involved in the meta-analysis.
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Table 4.12 Comparison of model estimated results for Level I
Meta-analysis Bestbuy Epinions
Att
Samsung Tmobile
Attribute
aggregates
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Value for price
0.47 0.04 0.43 0.05 –
–
–
– 0.58 0.07 –
–
Features
0.32 0.04 0.38 0.06 –
– 0.37 0.09 0.40 0.09 0.46 0.09
Ease of use
0.26 0.06 0.18 0.06 –
– 0.43 0.07 –
– 0.36 0.09
Battery life
0.11 0.04 0.18 0.04 0.22 0.08 0.21 0.05 –
– 0.27 0.07
Design
-0.07 0.06 –
–
–
– 0.05 0.09 0.12 0.08 –
–
Constant
-0.52 0.20 -0.61 0.22 2.90 0.36 -0.17 0.26 -0.54 0.31 -0.57 0.27

 values

Features
0.6
0.4

0.38

0.46

0.40

0.37

0.32

0.2
Bestbuy

Att

Samsung

Tmobile Meta-analysis

Websites

 values

Ease of Use
0.6
0.43

0.4
0.2

0.36

0.18

0.26

0
Bestbuy

Att

Tmobile

Meta-analysis

Websites
Figure 4.5 Box-plot comparison of the meta-analysis results
The random effects for the three levels are compared to analyze the possible
website heterogeneity across the eight websites. Website heterogeneity observed can
be caused by a lot of factors such as the differences of website formats, the effects of
different text mining process, etc. The box-plots of the random effects are shown in
Figure 4.6. To better understand the random effects in the websites, they are sorted
into the three groups as before. Website I includes www.bestbuy.com, www.cnet.com
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and www.epinions.com. Website II includes www.att.com, www.samsung.com and
www.tmobile.com.

Website

III

includes

www.amazon.com

and

www.phonescoop.com. The format differences for each group are summarized in
Table 4.13. This paragraph mainly discusses the random effects caused by the format
differences. For Website I, the pros/cons are obtained in the same procedure but the
attribute aggregates are different. The website ‗www.bestbuy.com‘ includes four
attribute aggregates, ‗www.cent.com‘ does not have any aggregates, and
‗www.epinions.com‘ only includes one aggregate. It is known that in the hierarchical
models, the pros/cons affect the results of Level III. Thus, the random effects of the
three websites for Level III should be similar, which can be observed in the bottom
figure of Figure 4.6. Meanwhile, due to the differences of attribute aggregates, the
random effects of the three websites for Levels I and II should be different, which can
be observed in Figure 4.6 as well. For Website II, the pros/cons are all guided.
However, the guided pros/cons are only similar for ‗www.att.com‘ and
‗www.tmobile.com‘ but different from ‗www.samsung.com‘. As shown in Figure 4.7,
the pros/cons checklists for ‗www.att.com‘ and ‗www.tmobile.com‘ are very specific
and lengthy but the checklist for ‗www.samsung.com‘ is abstract. All the three
websites have attribute aggregates and similar. As shown in Figure 4.6, it can be
found that the random effects for ‗www.att.com‘ and ‗www.tmobile.com‘ are close
across all the three levels, but different from ‗www.samsung.com‘. This observation
can be explained by their similarity and dissimilarity in pros/cons and attribute
aggregates. For Website III, ‗www.amazon.com‘ and ‗www.phonescoop.com‘ are
similar to each other. They do not have attribute aggregates and pros/cons. Thus, their
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random effects for all three levels are similar to each other as observed in Figure 4.6.
It is concluded that the format differences can explain the random effects reasonably.
However, as stated early in this paragraph, website heterogeneity is caused by various
factors. The format difference is one of the main factors. Other factors, such as
different text mining processes, may have impacts as well. Recall in Section 4.3.2,
attribute ratings (Y) are elicited through different text mining processes for the three
groups – Websites I, II and III. The different processes should also be a reason of the
differences of random effects in Levels II and III for the three groups of websites.

values

Random effects for level I (R=f(Y))
0.5
0
-0.5

0.20
Bestbuy

0.00
Cnet

0.14

0.07

-0.38

Epinions

Att

-0.10

Samsung Tmobile

0.04

0.06

AmazonPhonescoop

values

Websites
Random effects for level II (Y=g(X))
1
0

0.03

0.00

0.51
-0.40

0.11

0.09

0.12

-0.48

-1
Bestbuy

Cnet

Epinions

Att

Samsung Tmobile

AmazonPhonescoop

values

Websites
Random effects for level III (X=h(E))
1
0
-1

0.90

0.62
-0.23

-0.48
Bestbuy

Cnet

-0.24

Epinions

0.01
-0.78

Att

Samsung Tmobile

AmazonPhonescoop

Websites

Figure 4.6 Box-plots of Random effects
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-0.18

Table 4.13 Summary of random effects in three website groups

Attribute
aggregate ratings

Pros/cons

Bestbuy

Features
Battery life
Ease of use
Value for price

Freely written

Cnet

NA

Freely written

Epinions

Battery life

Freely written

Att

Features
Battery life
Ease of use
Design

Guided

Samsung

Features
Value for price
Design

Guided*

Tmobile

Features
Battery life
Ease of use

Guided

Amazon

NA

NA

Phonescoop

NA

NA

Website I

Website II

Website III
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Random
effects

Random
effects for
Level III are
similar.

Random
effects for
Att and
Tmobile are
similar.

Random
effects are
similar.

Att

Samsung

Tmobile

Figure 4.7 The checklists of pros/cons for Website II
4.4.4 Product Design Selection
The estimated preference model is applied for the same design problem in Section
3.4. The design selection results are listed in Table 4.14. Meanwhile, the best design
alternatives are compared with the alternative with the best product ratings.
Given different prices, the design results are consistent in most design variables.
As the price increases, the phone OS is suggested to be changed from OS 5 to OS 1
and the size is changed from small to large as well. It indicates that the OS and size
variables should be the most important variables to customers. Among all the four
best design alternatives, it can be seen that a smartphone with smaller battery capacity
and a smaller storage memory seems related to higher phone ratings. This seems
conflicting with the real world. However, it is probable that there may be other
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specifications which are missed in this case study as being more important. For
example, customers should prefer the phones with a longer battery life. But the
battery life is not affected by battery capacity only. It depends on OS, phone usage
and other variables as well. For the memory, regardless of the memory storage, a lot
of smartphones are equipped with memory slots, which allows customers to expand
the memory by themselves. In that sense, memory storage may not be the only factor
affecting the memory. However, other than the two variables, the design selection
results are reasonable. The design alternative with the best rating tells that customers
tend to rate higher for the phones with advanced equipments, e.g., 4g network, larger
size, higher resolution screen and so on. Recall the design results in Table 3.9 in
Chapter 3 from online customer reviews from a single website, the optimal design
alternatives are similar to the ones in Table 4.14 from multiple websites, such as bar
form, processor, memory and so on.
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Design variables

Table 4.14 Design selection results
Price
NA
$99.99
$199.99
$299.99
Network (E1)
4g
No 4g
No 4g
No 4g
OS (E2 ~E5)
1
5
1
1
Size (E6 ~E10)
Large
Small
Small
Large
Screen resolution (E11)
High
Low
Low
Low
Touch (E12)
0
0
0
0
Battery capacity (E13)
1200
1200
1200
1200
Camera resolution (E14)
5
3.2
3.2
3.2
Video (E15 ~ E16)
HD
Regular
Regular
Regular
Processor (E17)
>800MHz >800MHz >800MHz >800MHz
Memory (E18)
<1GB
<1GB
<1GB
<1GB
Phone form (E19)
Slide
Bar
Bar
Bar
Physical keyboard (E20)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Wi-Fi (E21)
Yes
No
No
No

4.5 Summary
This chapter proposed a new methodology for customer-driven product design
selection by integrating customer reviews from multiple websites. This methodology
employed a text classification method to develop the pros/cons classifier from the
websites with pro/cons data and use the classifier to classify general comments from
the websites without pros/cons. The meta-analysis technique is then employed for
integrating customer data and constructing customer preference models from multiple
websites. The use of the meta-analysis technique can integrate customer data under
website heterogeneity. Finally, the customer preference models developed using
online customer reviews from multiple websites are used for product design selection
problem – select a product design alternative that maximizes the profit.
This chapter makes two main contributions: (i) reducing the amount of human
work for the content analysis in the text mining process by using the pros/cons
classifier to classify general comments; (ii) accounting for website heterogeneity by
integrating customer data from multiple websites through the meta-analysis technique.
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The smartphone case study was used to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
methodology. The case study considered eight public websites. The results suggested
that meta-analysis captured website heterogeneity well. The design selection results
yielded to reasonable solutions.
Two important assumptions made in this chapter, no customer preference
heterogeneity and independence of multiple responses on a single customer. These
two assumptions are going to be relaxed in next chapter.
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Chapter 5: Product Design Selection Using Online Customer
Reviews from Multiple Websites with Website and
Customer Preference Heterogeneity
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, product design selection using customer reviews from multiple
websites were presented under two main assumptions. The two assumptions were: (i)
no customer preference heterogeneity was considered and (ii) the correlations among
multiple observations by a single customer were ignored. This chapter relaxes these
two assumptions. For comparison, the model in Chapter 4 is called Model I.
The heterogeneity in customer preferences can be modeled using various types of
models. The model (Model II) employed in this chapter is based on a mixture model.
In this model, parameters for customer preferences (βs) are assumed to be randomly
distributed across customers.
The second assumption was the independence of multiple observations from a
single customer. Multiple observations from a single customer indicate multiple
reviews collected from a single customer. One review includes two types of ratings
(product rating R, attribute aggregate ratings X) and one type of decision data
(attribute ratings Y). Note that attribute ratings Y are essentially decision variables
(specifying or not specifying an attribute as a pro or con). As reviewed in Section 2.3,
multiple observations from a single customer should be correlated to some extent
because the errors of the observations are caused by the customer‘s biases due to their
inherent habits, cultural backgrounds and so on. In addition, two models were
introduced in Section 2.3 to model the correlations among multiple observations –
one for rating data and the other for decision data. However, no literature exists for
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the error correlation between rating data and decision data. Thus, in this chapter, three
models are proposed to investigate the correlation of multiple observations in the
hierarchical preference models – (Model III) assuming that no correlations across
levels (correlations within each level); (Model IV) correlations across the top two
levels (correlations between R and X); and (Model V) correlations across all three
levels (correlations between R, X and Y).
Different hierarchical models for customer preference are employed to investigate
relaxing the two assumptions considered in the last chapter. The first model takes into
account both website heterogeneity and customer preference heterogeneity. The
second to fourth models account for the two types of heterogeneity plus the
correlations of multiple observations. To investigate the validity of the four
hierarchical models, estimation results from the four models are compared with those
from the model in Chapter 4 using the same case study. Additionally, a set of out-ofsample data was used to compare and validate the models where the out-of-sample
data were collected from three websites, not used for the model estimation.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the three hierarchical
models for the customer preference. In Section 5.3, the four models are applied to the
same case study considered in Chapter 4. The estimation results and performance of
the models are compared. Section 5.4 attempts to validate the models by employing
the test data and comparing the results with that from the model in Chapter 4.

5.2 Approach
This section proposes four different models (Models II to V) for hierarchical
customer preference by relaxing two assumptions sequentially.
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5.2.1 Considering both Customer Preference Heterogeneity and Website
Heterogeneity (Model II)
Model II takes into account customer preference heterogeneity along with website
heterogeneity. Since Chapter 4 considered website heterogeneity only, it was assumed
that the parameters (βs) are identical over different individual customers. In this
chapter, the customer preference heterogeneity is considered and expressed using the
parameters (βs), which follow probability distributions over heterogeneous customers.
The proposed model is detailed as follows.
For nth customer in lth website (e.g., l = 1, …, 8, as in the smartphone example),
the hierarchical model for customer preference is modeled as
Rn,l = βI,n ·Xn,l + αl + εI

(5.1)

Xn,l = βII,n ·Yn,l + γl + εII

(5.2)

Yn,l = βIII,n ·En,l + θl + εIII

(5.3)

where Rn,l is the product rating for nth customer in lth website; Xn,l are attribute
aggregate ratings for nth customer in lth website; Yn,l represents attribute ratings for nth
customer in lth website; En,l are product specifications for nth customer in lth website;
αl represents the random effects of the product rating over the eight websites, αl ~
Normal(0, τI2), where τI2 is the between-website variance for Level I; γl represents
random effects of the attribute aggregate ratings Xn,l over the eight websites; random
effects γl are identical within one aggregate rating because they are website-specific.
Thus, the components of γl can be modeled as γl ~ Normal (0, τII2), where τII2 is the
between-website variance for Level II; θl represents random effects of the attribute
ratings Yn,l over the eight websites; random effects θl are identical within one
attribute rating since they are website-specific. Thus, the components of θl can be
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modeled as θl ~ Normal (0, τIII2), where τIII2 is the between-website variance; βI,n, βII,n
and βIII,n are model parameters for nth customer in Levels I, II and III, respectively. βI,n
~ Multivariate Normal (µI, ∑I), βII,n ~ Multivariate Normal (µII, ∑II), βIII,n ~
Multivariate Normal (µIII, ∑III); εI, εII and εIII are statistical error terms, εI ~ Normal(0,
σI2); εII ~ multivariate Normal(0, σII2); εIII is independent and identically distributed
extreme values.
5.2.2 Considering the Correlations of Multiple Observations across Model
Hierarchy (Models III, IV and V)
As reviewed in Section 2.3, multiple observations on a single customer may be
correlated. Three models are proposed to investigate the correlations of multiple
observations in our model. The first model (Model III) assumes that the observations
in each level are correlated, and the observations across different levels are
independent. The second model (Model IV) assumes that the observations in the top
two levels are correlated and the observations in the bottom level are correlated, but
the error terms of rating data and the error terms of decision data are independent.
The third model (Model V) assumes the errors across all the three levels as in
Equations (5.1) to (5.3) are correlated. Model V is an investigation of the error
correlation between rating data and decision data.
For the tth observation of nth customer in lth website, the hierarchical model for
customer preference is modeled as
Rn,t,l = βI,n ·Xn,t,l + αl + εI,n,t

(5.4)

Xn,t,l = βII,n ·Yn, t,l + γl + εII,n,t

(5.5)

Yn, t,l = βIII,n ·En, t,l + θl + εIII,n,t

(5.6)
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εI,n,t = ςI,n + eI,n,t

(5.7)

ε II,n,t = ς II,n + eII,n,t

(5.8)

ε III,n,t = ς III,n + eIII,n,t

(5.9)

where ς n is a customer-specific error term; en,t is random error term across customers
and observations.
In the first model (Model III) where there are no correlations across levels, ς I,n
and ς II,n are independent. The second model (Model IV) assume that there is a
correlation between the errors in the top two levels, which is captured by letting ς I,n
equal to the component in ς II,n . That is, the customer-specific error term is identical
for the top two levels.
The third model (Model V) is inspired by the extant literature on modeling scale
usage heterogeneity [40]. It is assumed that the error correlation across different
levels is captured by λn. λn is a scale parameter for nth customer across the three
levels. For the tth observation of nth customer in lth website, the hierarchical model for
customer preference is modeled as
Rn,t,l = βI,n ·Xn,t,l + αl + λn·εI

(5.10)

Xn,t,l = βII,n ·Yn, t,l + γl + λn·εII

(5.11)

Yn, t,l = βIII,n ·En, t,l + θl + λn·εIII

(5.12)

The prior distribution of λn is ln(λn) ~ N(0, τλ2).

5.3 Case Study
The smartphone case study used in Chapter 4 is employed for demonstration of
the two models. The four hierarchical models (Model II, Model III, Model IV and
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Model V) for customer preferences are built using customer reviews from the eight
websites considered in the Chapter 4 and compared with the model (Model I) from
Chapter 4.
5.3.1 Estimation Results from Model II
The posterior mean values   of parameter statistics estimated for Level I, Level
II (―Features‖ only) and Level III (―Application_pros‖only) are listed in Table 5.1 to
Table 5.3. The posterior standard deviations σ β are shown in the tables as an
indication of customer preference heterogeneity. The significant variables are marked
with an asterisk (*). As shown in Table 5.1, the effect of the four attribute aggregates
on product ratings decreases from ―value for price‖ to ―design‖. This observation is
consistent with the results of Model I in Table 4.7. The model estimates in Table 5.2
indicate that in general, attribute pros have positive effects on the attribute aggregate
rating ―features‖ and attribute cons have negative effects on the attribute aggregate
rating ―features.‖ Noticeably, the weights of attribute cons are generally larger than
those of attribute pros, indicating a larger effect of attribute cons on the attribute
aggregate rating ―features‖. This yields to the same conclusion drawn from Table 4.8.
As shown in Table 5.3, several product specifications have significant effects on the
rating for ―applications pros.‖ The quantity and quality of applications should be
mainly determined by the operating system of a smartphone, which are observed in
this model. The results suggest that customers like the applications of OS 1 and OS 2,
but not the applications of OS 4. The results are similar to the results from Model I in
Table 4.9 as well. Note that the number of significant variables of Levels II and III is
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smaller than that of Levels II and III in Model I. This is because by adding customer
preference heterogeneity, the uncertainty of parameters gets larger.
Table 5.1 Model estimated results for Level I of Model II
Level I – parameter estimation for product rating R
Attribute
aggregates
Value for price*
Features*
Ease of use*
Battery life*
Design
Constant*





0.37
0.29
0.27
0.16
0.06
-0.71

0.03
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.20

Table 5.2 Model estimated results for Level II of Model II
Level II – parameter estimations for the aggregate ―Features‖ X2
Attributes

   

Attributes

   

Applications_pros* 0.49(0.14) Applications_cons -0.31(1.23)
Battery_pros -0.06(1.24) Battery_cons 0.04(0.41)
Keyboard_pros 0.04(0.48) Internet_cons -0.65(0.99)
Camera_pros -0.03(0.13) Keyboard_cons -0.12(0.34)
Processor_pros 0.26(0.19) Camera_cons -0.09(0.21)
Quality_pros
0.10(0.11) Processor_cons -0.32(0.24)
Screen_pros
0.13(0.46) Quality_cons -0.59(0.35)
Text_pros
0.28(0.35)
Screen_cons -0.62(0.40)
OS_pros
0.25(0. 21)
Size_cons
-0.27(0.15)
Ease of use_pros* 0.26(0. 11)
OS_cons
-0.64(0.52)
Constant*
4.13(0.12)
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Table 5.3 Model estimated results for Level III of Model II
Level III – parameter estimates for the attribute ―Applications_pros‖ Y1
   

Specifications
Network
OS 1*
OS 2
OS 3*
OS 4
Height
Width *
Depth
Weight
Display size*
Total resolution

Specifications

-0.48(0.43)
1.59(0.49)
1.26(0.72)
-1.56(0.45)
0.28(0.38)
-0.70(0.19)
-3.37(0.23)
1.29(0.44)
0.29(0.19)
2.03(0.22)
-0.32(0.24)

Touch screen
Battery capacity
Cam resolution
Video (HD)
Video (regular)
Processor
Memory
Phone form*
Keyboard*
Wi-Fi*
Constant

   

0.89(0.38)
-0.13(0.33)
-0.24(0.20)
1.31(0.54)
0.57(0.42)
0.11(0.53)
-0.16(0.44)
-2.03(0.44)
1.50(0.38)
1.38(0.36)
-0.89(0.35)

The variance σI2 for the error terms εI and the covariance matrix σII2 for the error
terms εII are listed in Equations (5.12) to (5.13). The meaning of the variance and the
covariance matrix is the same as the ones in Model I. The values of the variance and
covariance matrix are close to the values in Model I in Equations (4.9) and (4.10).
σI2 = 0.29

1.24
 0.45

 2II   0.54

 0.33
0.37

0.45
0.60
0.41
0.21
0.30

0.54
0.41
0.72
0.35
0.34

(5.12)

0.33
0.21
0.35
0.58
0.16

0.37 
0.30 

0.34 

0.16 
0.57 

(5.13)

5.3.2 Estimation Results from Models III and IV
Same as before, the parameters and posterior standard deviations are listed in
Table 5.4 to Table 5.6. The results from Models III and IV are close to each other and
thus only the results from Model IV are listed here. The number of significant
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variables is close to that of Models II. The error terms for this model are estimated in
the customer-level, thus not listed here.
Table 5.4 Model estimated results for Level I of Model IV
Level I – parameter estimates for product rating R;
Attribute aggregates
Value for price
Features*
Ease of use*
Battery life*
Design
Constant*





0.14
0.22
0.19
0.20
0.10
0.73

0.10
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.16

Table 5.5 Model estimated results for Level II of Model IV
Level II – parameter estimates for the aggregate ―Features‖ X2
Attributes

   

Applications_pros*
Battery_pros
Keyboard_pros
Camera_pros
Processor_pros
Quality_pros
Screen_pro
Text_pros
OS_pros
Ease of use_pros

0.59(0.17)
-0.19(0.23)
0.08(0.23)
-0.01(0.23)
0.02(0.26)
-0.01(0.20)
0.14(0.21)
0.25(0.21)
0.16(0.21)
0.20(0.19)
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Attributes

   

Applications_cons
Battery cons
Internet_cons*
Keyboard_cons
Camera_cons
Processor_cons*
Quality_cons
Screen_cons
Size_cons
OS_cons
Constant*

-0.41(0.23)
-0.01(0.23)
-1.04(0.30)
-0.27(0.33)
0.02(0.36)
-0.64(0.24)
-0.68(0.60)
-0.68(0.34)
-0.50(0.28)
-0.66(0.52)
3.82(0.18)

Table 5.6 Model estimated results for Level III of Model IV
Level III – parameter estimates for the attribute ―Applications_pros‖ Y1
Specifications

   

Specifications

   

Network
OS 1
OS 2
OS 3*
OS 4
Height*
Width*
Depth
Weight
Display size*
Total resolution

-0.71(0.43)
1.91(0.49)
1.33(0.70)
-1.61(0.45)
0.71(0.37)
-1.85(0.19)
-2.45(0.23)
0.41(0.44)
0.54(0.19)
1.68(0.22)
-0.23(0.24)

Touch screen
Battery capacity
Cam resolution
Video (HD)*
Video (regular)
Processor
Memory
Phone form *
Keyboard*
Wi-Fi
Constant

1.17(0.38)
-0.38(0.32)
-0.24(0.20)
2.55(0.54)
1.20(0.42)
-0.18(0.52)
-0.37(0.44)
-2.29(0.44)
1.75(0.38)
1.00(0.36)
0.54(0.36)

5.3.3 Estimation Results from Model V
Same as Section 5.3.1, the parameters and posterior standard deviations are listed
in Table 5.7 to Table 5.9. Generally speaking, the number of significant variables in
Levels I and II of Model V is close to that of Model II. However, the value of the
error terms is larger than that in Models I and II.
Table 5.7 Model estimated results for Level I of Model V
Level I – parameter estimates for product rating R;
Attribute aggregates
Value for price
Features*
Ease of use*
Battery life*
Design
Constant





0.07
0.41
0.25
0.27
0.00
0.02

0.10
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.17
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Table 5.8 Model estimated results for Level II of Model V
Level II – parameter estimates for the aggregate ―Features‖ X2
Attributes
Applications_pros*
Battery_pros
Keyboard_pros
Camera_pros
Processor_pros
Quality_pros
Screen_pro
Text_pros
OS_pros
Ease of use_pros

   

Attributes

   

0.49(0.20) Applications_cons -0.38(0.46)
-0.07(0.28)
Battery_cons
0.11(0.21)
0.08(0.24)
Internet_cons
-0.60(0.44)
0.00(0.20)
Keyboard_cons
-0.33(0.38)
0.15(0.22)
Camera_cons
-0.06(0.68)
0.06(0.20)
Processor_cons
-0.71(0.51)
0.01(0.24)
Quality_cons
-0.74(0.55)
0.11(0.22)
Screen_cons
-0.82(1.06)
0.23(0.22)
Size_cons
-0.23(0.55)
0.17(0.19)
OS_cons*
-0.68(0.33)
Constant*
4.16(0.25)

Table 5.9 Model estimated results for Level III of Model V
Level III – parameter estimates for the attribute ―Applications_pros‖ Y1
Specifications

   

Specifications

   

Network
OS 1*
OS 2*
OS 3
OS 4
Height*
Width*
Depth
Weight
Display size*
Total resolution

0.22(0.64)
1.80(0.42)
2.76(0.37)
-1.18(0.49)
0.76(0.51)
-0.97(0.25)
-3.50(0.25)
1.11(0.36)
0.40(0.25)
1.89(0.28)
-0.26(0.32)

Touch screen*
Battery capacity
Cam resolution
Video (HD)
Video (regular)
Processor
Memory
Phone form *
Keyboard*
Wi-Fi
Constant

2.19(0.41)
-0.50(0.39)
-0.37(0.26)
1.90(0.47)
1.01(0.51)
-0.17(0.57)
-0.72(0.68)
-2.13(0.33)
1.25(0.34)
1.74(0.62)
-1.14(0.38)

The variance for the error terms λ·
εI and the covariance matrix for the error terms
λ·
εII are listed in Equations (5.14) to (5.15). The variances of error terms are generally
greater than those in Models I and II especially a large value at the first component of
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σII. The larger variance of the attribute aggregate ―value for price‖ may explain why
this variable is not significant in Model V. The individual error correlation τλ2 = 1.455.
σλε2 = 0.68

 2  II

1.82
0.40

 0.52

0.32
0.72

0.40
0.96
0.52
0.20
0.44

0.52
0.52
1.36
0.40
0.52

(5.14)

0.32
0.20
0.40
0.96
0.28

0.72 
0.44 

0.52 

0.28 
1.60 

(5.15)

5.3.4 Model Comparison
The performances of the four preference models are compared in terms of pseudor2, RMSE, and DIC values, as shown in Table 5.10. Due to the nature of the
regression in different levels, the pseudo-r2 and RMSE values are employed for the
comparison of the linear regression in the top two levels. The DIC values are
employed for the comparison of the binary logit regression in the bottom level. The
pseudo-r2 value in Level I decreases from Model I to Model V while the RMSE value
increases. This trend indicates that the model fitting quality becomes worse from
Model I to Model V in Level I. However, the performance of Models I to IV is close
to each other. Unlike Level I, from Model I to Model V in Level II, the model fitting
becomes better as the pseudo-r2 values increase and RMSE values decrease. The
performance of Models III to V is similar and slightly better than the performance of
Models I and II. For Level III, the DIC values are close to each other, the differences
are not significant. Models III and IV in Level III are identical thus the DIC values
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are the same. More analysis of the model performance comparisons will be given
with the validation results in next section.
Table 5.10 Model Performance Comparisons
Models

I

II

III

IV

V

Pseudo-r

0.74

0.71

0.68

0.69

0.55

RMSE

0.35

0.36

0.37

0.36

0.52

Pseudo-r

0.42

0.48

0.54

0.53

0.54

RMSE

0.88

0.74

0.68

0.69

0.74

DIC
(×105)

1.8

1.78

1.74

1.74

1.71

2

Level I

2

Level II

Level III

5.4 Model Comparison and Validation
A set of out-of-sample data are used to validate the proposed two hierarchical
preference models (Models II and III). The out-of-sample data are downloaded from
the three websites: www.yahoo.com, www.letstalk.com and www.viewpoints.com.
The characteristics of the three websites are summarized in Table 5.11. The three
websites are selected to represent three different groups specified in Chapter 4. The
purpose of selecting the representative websites is to validate the performance of the
proposed two models based on the representative websites. Some but not significant
portion of customers summarized the pros/cons in the website www.viewpoints.com.
Therefore, this website is regarded as the website without pros/cons because the
reviews without pros/cons are picked for this validation study. Several reviews (10-20
reviews) for five or six smartphones are randomly downloaded from each website.
The reviews are processed by following the procedure given in Chapter 4. The
specifications E for each smartphone are used to predict the attribute ratings, attribute
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aggregate ratings and product ratings. The prediction errors are quantified by
comparing the predicted ratings with the actual ratings.
Table 5.11 Websites information
websites
www.letstalk.com
www.yahoo.com
www.viewpoints.com

Product
rating
Y
Y
Y

Attribute
aggregate rating
Y
Y
N

General
comments
Y
Y
Y

Pros/cons
N
Y
N

The validation results are listed below in Table 5.12. The mean absolute
percentage error MAPE, mean absolute error MAE and root mean squared error
RMSE values are calculated for each level. Same as in Chapter 3, MAPE is not
calculated for Level III. For the website www.viewpoints.com, the predicted attribute
aggregate ratings cannot be validated since no attribute aggregate rating is provided.
The five models work equally well regardless of selection of the website type. The
results in Table 5.12 are the average results of the three websites. By comparing the
performance of Model I with that of Models II to V, it can be seen that the
performance of Model I, from the aspects of in-sample fit (Table 5.10) and out-ofsample error (Table 5.12), is consistently worse than that of Models II to V, which
implies that the model prediction performance can be improved by taking into
account customer preference heterogeneity. The performance of Models II to IV is
close to each other in Table 5.10 and Table 5.12 – suggesting by considering the
correlation of multiple observations, the model performance is not improved
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Table 5.12 Validation results

Level I

Level II
Level III

Models
MAPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE

I
0.14
0.59
0.64
0.20
0.79
0.91
0.28
0.30

II
0.09
0.38
0.44
0.14
0.52
0.62
0.21
0.24

III
0.10
0.44
0.49
0.17
0.64
0.72
0.19
0.22

IV
0.08
0.36
0.42
0.15
0.54
0.69
0.19
0.22

V
0.12
0.51
0.57
0.19
0.77
0.87
0.20
0.22

5.5 Summary
This chapter focuses on proposing and validating three extended hierarchical
preference models. This chapter attempts to relax two assumptions from Chapter 4 –
no customer preference heterogeneity and no correlations of multiple observations
from a single customer. The three models are applied for the same case study in
Chapter 4. The out-of-sample data set from three representative websites were
employed for a validation study. Model II outperforms in both the in-sample fit and
out-of-sample validation. The results suggest that the model performance has been
improved by taking account of customer preference heterogeneity. However, due to
the fair performances of Models II, III and IV, it is suggested that the correlations of
multiple observations in online customer reviews may not strong.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
This dissertation has focused on making use of online customer reviews for
product design selection. After presenting introductory material and terminology in
Chapters 1 and 2, we discussed the proposed approaches: (1) customer reviews from a
single website was modeled for product design selection (Chapter 3), (2) customer
reviews from multiple websites were integrated and modeled for product design
selection with two strong assumptions (i.e., no customer preference heterogeneity and
multiple observations on a single customer are independent) (Chapter 4), and (3) an
extended study of integrating customer reviews from multiple websites by relaxing
the two assumptions considered in Chapter 4 is made (Chapter 5).
In this chapter, highlights and concluding remarks from the proposed models
presented in chapters 3-5 are presented in Section 6.1. The main contributions of this
dissertation are discussed in Section 6.2. Several main limitations are discussed in
Section 6.3. Finally, Section 6.4 outlines several possible extensions and research
directions.
6.1 Concluding Remarks
This section is devoted to summarize each research thrust.
6.1.1 Product Design Selection using Online Customer Reviews from a Single
Website
Chapter 3 presented a new approach for making use of customer reviews for
customer-driven product design. The main assumption was that customer reviews
from a single website can represent the customer voice of the entire market. In the
proposed approach in Chapter 3, the existing text mining techniques were modified
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and extended to identify product attributes and elicit customer preference data from
customer reviews. The finite mixture regression model was employed for modeling
the customer data from customer reviews and modeling unobserved customer
preference heterogeneity in the customer data. Finally, the model developed from
customer reviews was used for the product design selection problem – selecting a best
product design alternative that maximizes the profit.
The proposed approach involved three major steps. In the first step, the pros and
cons of online customer reviews were divided into phrases as inputs. The frequent
words were identified from the pre-processed pros/cons phrases. By applying two
pruning rules, product attributes were identified as the retained frequent words.
Customer ratings for the identified product attributes were modeled as a discrete
variable. The customer rating of an attribute is divided into two ratings: the attribute
pro rating and the attribute con rating. The value for the attribute pro rating is set to 1
if the attribute is specified as pros and 0 if it is not specified as pros. Similarly, the
value for the attribute con rating is set to 1 if the attribute is specified as cons;
otherwise 0 if not specified.
In the second step, customer data including product ratings, attribute aggregate
ratings and elicited attribute ratings, along with product specifications, were used for
modeling customer preferences. The finite mixture regression model was employed to
capture unobserved customer preference heterogeneity. According to the relationship
of different types of data, the customer preference models were built in a hierarchical
fashion, linking from product ratings to product specifications. In the design selection,
the profit of a design alternative can be estimated based on the assumption of the
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relationship between profit/demand and product ratings. The design with the maximal
profit was selected as the desired design.
The smartphone case study was used to demonstrate the overall approach.
Customer reviews were online customer reviews from a public website,
www.bestbuy.com, and 305 sets of customer reviews were downloaded, from which
19 product attributes were identified. The finite mixture regression model was applied
to model customer preferences. In the design process, three price scenarios were
assumed: $99.99, $199.99 and $299.99. The design alternatives with the maximal
profit were selected for each scenario.
The takeaway of the proposed approach is (i) online customer reviews are a good
alternative of customer survey data to overcome the limitation of data acquisition in
product selection; (ii) online customer reviews were successfully applied for product
selection by the proposed approach; and (iii) the proposed approach was developed as
a systematical approach to elicit, process and model customer reviews for product
design selection by extending and assembling several existing techniques in the
research area of text mining, customer preference models and design selection. The
takeaway from the smartphone example is that the most profitable design alternatives
are the designs with a faster processor, in a bar form and with a physical keyboard
regardless of the product price. As the price goes up, the smartphone design with
advanced equipments, such as 4g network, yields to a larger profit.
6.1.2 Product Design Selection using Online Customer Reviews from Multiple
Websites with Website Heterogeneity
Chapter 4 presented a new methodology to integrate customer reviews from
multiple websites for product design selection. At the beginning of Chapter 4, the
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differences between different public websites were summarized. The websites were
divided into four groups according to what types of customer data are included in the
websites. The four types of customer data can be collected: product rating, attribute
aggregate ratings, general comments and pros/cons. The websites may contain all or
part of the four types of data. It is complicated to integrate customer reviews from
multiple websites because of the differences in different websites.
In order to integrate customer reviews from multiple websites, several main
assumptions were made that (i) customer reviews from multiple websites represent
the target market well; (ii) heterogeneity in customer data is mainly caused by
website heterogeneity; and (iii) the responses from the same customer are
independent. In the methodology, a text classification method was suggested to
develop the attribute orientation classifiers by using the pros/cons data and then
classify the orientations of the general comments. The meta-analysis technique was
employed for integrating customer data and constructing customer preference models
from multiple websites. It was shown that the meta-analysis technique could be used
to integrate customer data by allowing the differences among the websites. Finally,
the best design alternative that could maximize the profit was selected where the
profit was modeled by using the customer model developed from customer reviews.
A text classification technique was suggested to systematically process customer
reviews from multiple websites. The basic idea of the proposed technique is to learn
attribute orientation information from pros/cons and use the learned information to
process general comments from the websites without pros/cons. In the first step, a
pool of product attributes was first identified from the pros and cons from available
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websites. Two dictionaries were constructed from the pros and cons, namely, an
attribute dictionary and an attribute support dictionary. The two dictionaries were
used to elicit attribute sentences from customer reviews in other websites. Then the
product attributes, which are most frequently mentioned in all the websites, were
identified as product attributes from all the websites. In the second step, customer
attribute ratings were elicited. For the websites with pros/cons, customer rating can be
easily elicited. For the websites with general comments only, the attribute orientation
information was learned with customer rating data elicited from the websites with
pros/cons. The SVM method was used to classify the attribute sentences into pros and
cons based on the learned orientation information.
The meta-analysis technique was applied to integrate customer reviews from
multiple websites. This technique enables modeling customer preferences under
website heterogeneity. This study employed the same design process used in Chapter
3. The design alternative with the maximal profit was selected. In the smartphone
case study, customer reviews from eight websites was selected and 932 customer
reviews from the eight websites were downloaded and processed. The meta-analysis
results were compared with those from the individual websites. Meanwhile, website
heterogeneity was observed and analyzed. Finally, the preference model developed
from multiple websites was used for product design, namely, selecting a design
alternative with the maximal profit for three price scenarios.
The takeaway of the proposed approach is (i) online customer reviews from
multiple websites were successfully integrated and applied for design selection; (ii)
the proposed approach is applicable for any websites regardless of their own formats;
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and (iii) the application of the meta-analysis technique properly models and explains
the website heterogeneity existing among different websites. The takeaway of the
smartphone case study is that the design selection results from multiple websites are
close to the results from a single website. The consistent results imply that customer
preferences from multiple websites are similar to each other.
6.1.3 Product Selection using Customer Reviews from Multiple Websites with
Website and Customer Preference Heterogeneity
Chapter 5 attempted to extend the study in Chapter 4 by proposing and validating
the three hierarchical preference models using customer reviews from multiple
websites. The study considered two aspects: (1) customer preference heterogeneity
and (2) the correlation of multiple observations from a single customer. The models
were compared and validated using a set of out-of-sample data.
This chapter developed the hierarchical preference models by accounting for
customer preference heterogeneity. It can be expressed in the parameters (βs), which
follow a population distribution over heterogeneous customers. In Chapter 5, two
models are proposed to capture the correlations of multiple observations from a single
customer.
The suggested hierarchical preference models were constructed using the same
data set as the model in Chapter 4 – customer reviews from the eight websites. The
results of the three models were compared with that in Chapter 4 to investigate the
reality of customer preference heterogeneity and error correlations. Finally, the
modeling results were validated using a set of out-of-sample data. The results suggest
that by taking into account customer preference heterogeneity, the model
performance has been improved. However, the models to deal with the error
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correlations do not work well. This may imply that the correlations of multiple
observations in the case study are not strong.
The takeaway of the proposed approach is (i) the consideration of customer
preference heterogeneity improves the model performance, which implies the
existence of customer preference heterogeneity; (ii) the correlations of multiple
observations from a single customer may not be strong in online customer reviews;
and (iii) the models proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 are successfully validated by a set
of out-of-sample data.
6.1.4 Discussion
Two issues in this dissertation are discussed in this section. First, brand is not
considered as a variable in the proposed customer preference models. In this research,
customer preference models are constructed and used for product design selection. In
the product design selection process, designers have no controls on the design brand.
What designers can do is to determine the product features. Therefore, including a
brand variable in the customer preference models for product design selection is not
helpful. However, it must be noted that there may exist the brand effects in the model
estimates and thus design selection results. For example, in Figure 4.6, the effects of
Samsung are different from the effects of Att and Tmobile in the Website II, although
the three websites have similar formats of customer reviews. Att and Tmobile sell
different brands of smartphons but Samsung only carries its own brand. Therefore,
the brand effects may be one reason of the differences in the effects.
The second is the insignificant product design change with the price in the results.
It can be observed that in Table 3.9 and Table 4.14 (design selection results from
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customer reviews from a single website and multiple websites respectively), as price
goes up, the design only changes in two or three features and most other design
values stay same. There are two main possible reasons for this insignificant design
change. Firstly, the price is fixed and not changed with each design alternative.
Usually, a customer‘s choice heavily depends on the product price. However, from
online customer reviews, no price data can be collected and modeled. Customer
choice is assumed to be a function of the product rating in our dissertation. Since the
product price PC is fixed as a constant for all the alternatives, the expected profit PF
is mainly determined by the cost of each design alternative based on the formulation
in Equation 3.12. The formulation indicates that the design selected by maximizing
the profit is basically the design with the lowest cost. When the price goes up, the
selected design is changed in few features to keep the cost lower and consequently
higher profit. Secondly, the product rating in customer reviews is not spread in a wide
range. Most of the ratings are in the range of 3 to 5. This narrow range of the product
rating may not provide enough change in customer preferences in terms of different
product designs. This is a limitation of customer reviews used and may be one reason
of insignificant design change with the product price.

6.2 Main Contributions
The main contributions are as listed in the following:


A new approach to use online customer reviews for product design
selection was developed. This approach extended the existing text mining
techniques and assembled several existing methods in the research area of
text mining, customer preferences modeling and product design. The
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approach can elicit customer data from online customers, construct
customer preference models and select a desirable design alternative.


A new text classification approach was proposed to elicit customer data
from multiple websites. This proposed approach can elicit product
attributes and customer data from multiple websites regardless of their
formats. This approach combines an unsupervised classification method
and a supervised classification method, which help to assure the accuracy
of data elicitation.



A new approach to integrate customer reviews from multiple websites was
developed by applying the meta-analysis technique.



A new hierarchical model was proposed by incorporating a mixture model
with the meta-analysis technique in order to take into account both
customer preference heterogeneity and website heterogeneity.



Two new hierarchical models were proposed to take into account the
correlations of multiple observations (reviews) from a single customer.

6.3 Limitations
This section discusses three major limitations of our proposed approach.
In this dissertation, product attributes are identified and customer data are elicited
from online customer reviews through some modifications of text mining techniques.
One shortcoming of these techniques is the dependence on human work. An attribute
dictionary and an attribute support dictionary were constructed manually. The
construction of such dictionaries can boost the performance of text mining techniques,
but inevitably induce human intervene into the results.
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Second, some possible biases on customer reviews are ignored in this dissertation.
(i) The influence that customers might have over each other is ignored. Customers
who review a product may first take a look at other reviews. Other reviews will
inevitably have effects on the reviews. (ii) Online reviews are often managed by some
professional companies, which may unduly influence customer reviews, for example,
the companies will delete some reviews they thought not appropriate.
Finally, customer preferences are assumed to be unchanged during a certain time
period. The evolution of customer preference over time is ignored.

6.4 Future Research Directions
This section discusses some possible future research directions. The directions
may lead to the ways to overcome the limitations of the proposed approaches or
extend the applications of the approaches.
6.4.1 Improvements in Product Attributes Identification and Customer Data
Elicitation
Customer ratings for product attributes are elicited from the attribute orientation
data  pros or cons. However, it might be difficult to distinguish the degree of the
orientation based on customers‘ words. For example, adjective words, say ―great‖ and
―awesome‖, used by customers to describe attributes are not sufficient to understand
which expression gives greater positive orientation. Thus, the main question is how to
quantify the difference between different adjective words. Additionally, not only
adjectives but also verbs are used to evaluate attributes, for instance, ―love,‖ ―dislike,‖
etc. The difficulty is how to more precisely sense the degree of the attribute
orientation described by adjectives and verbs. If the above difficulties can be
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overcome and the degree of the attribute orientation can be elicited from the
adjectives and verbs used to evaluate the attributes, the accuracy of customer
preference models can be improved.
6.4.2 Consideration of Various Data Sources
No doubt, online customer reviews are a promising data source for customerdriven product design. However, there is one critical type of data not available in
online reviews – purchase price. Price is an important variable for customer
preference modeling. Unfortunately, no websites collects customer purchase price.
And product price varies with time. Although the time of each customer review is
recorded, it is difficult to find out the price change over time. Even if such
information can be determined, there are still two issues. First, the actual purchase
price is not always equal to the price on the market due to possible promotions.
Second, the time when customer reviews are provided may not be at the same as the
time of the product purchase. It is possible that a customer writes a product review a
few weeks after the purchase and usage of the product.
Another important type of customer data that is missing from customer reviews is
choice data. Although most customers who provide the reviews are real product users,
from the reviews it is impossible to figure out how many similar products a customer
chooses a product from. And some customers provide the reviews just after testing
the products in the store. Without the choice data, an assumption of the relationship
between purchase decision and product ratings has to be made.
Several types of customer reviews data are not used in this dissertation.
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The first type is the recommendation. Some websites ask the customers whether
they want to recommend a product to their friends. The willingness of giving a
recommendation may reflect customer preferences of a product to some extent.
The second type of data not considered is the measurement of helpfulness. Most
websites provide an option for the people who read the reviews to evaluate the
reviews and say whether it is helpful. This may be considered in the preference
models as well.
A few websites acquire some personal information, such as the usage – personal
use or business use; the ownership – how long the customer owned the product.
These types of personal information may be used to understand customer preference
heterogeneity.
Finally, the two biases on customer reviews stated in Section 6.3 should be taken
into account during the text mining or modeling process as one possible future
research.
6.4.3 Improvements in Customer Preference Modeling and Design Selection
In this dissertation, customer reviews is the only data source for preference
modeling and design selection. Although survey data acquisition requires significant
costs and time, they are accurate and targeted for specific purposes. If customer
reviews and survey data can be combined in an appropriate way, the preference
modeling accuracy can be improved and the cost can be reduced.
Customer preferences evolve with time and product specifications change,
especially for the fast evolving product category, like smartphones, E-readers,
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computers. As an extension, the time factor may be added into the customer
preference models to capture the change of customer preferences over time.
Current research makes use of online customer reviews from United States.
However, online customer reviews are widely available across different countries and
should be a good data source for capturing customer preferences in different local and
global markets.
The competition between different manufacturers is neglected in the proposed
design selection process as well. Customer reviews can be grouped by different
manufactures. By learning and modeling customer reviews from each manufacturer,
some useful information for modeling competition between different manufacturers
may be elicited.
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